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Groups get
special funds
from A.S.

Buzzing along

By Jessica Paioff
It took nearly three hours yesterday for the Associated Students Board of Directors to decide on recommendations from the special allocations committee,
which reviews requests for groups seeking special funding from A.S.
On Monday, the special allocations committee heard
requests from more groups than ever before, according to
A.S. Controller Michael Schneider.
Eighteen groups, submitting requests for more than
$27,000. competed for the 911,784.82 A.S. had to fund for
emergencies or special events.
The biggest recipient was Students Aware of Nuclear
Exchange. The group received $1,850, the full amount recommended by the committee, for a week-long dialogue
concerning nuclear weapons to be held the end of April.
SANE President Chris Dowling was pleased with the
amount of funding his group received, although it was less
than the $3,450 he had originally asked for.
Another group, MEChA, originally asked for 96,950
for a Cinco de Mayo celebration, but was only allocated
$1,709.10. Francisco Dominguez, MEChA’s SJSU chapter
president, said he would look to the A.S. Program Board.
the Student Union Program Board and community organizations for the remainder of the funds.
"You’re never sure you’re going to get the full allocation so you have to make sure you have a backup," he
said.

Michael McGuire

A bee’s work is never done. Not when he
has so mans blossoms to tend to. This little
fellow doesn’t seem to have a care in the

world, even though a bee’s lifespan is extremely short. He will have to hurry if he is
going to pollenate all the pretty flowers,

Word has it his good fortune is soon to come
to an abrupt end, as tree trimmers will be
converging on his floral haven.

Candidates team-up independently
By Dan Koga
Independent candidates Michael Finley and
John Stipicevich decided to depend a little on each
other in the Associated Students runoff election
’held today and yesterday.
Stipicevich said he and Finley want to increase their chances of winning the election by letting people know there are independent choices in
the election aside from the two party-affiliated
candidates.
"We have to reach as many people as possible

and let them knew, that we need their support at
the polls . ..," Stipicevich said. "In order to do
this we thought that teaming up together, we’d be
able to reach a broader spectrum of people."
Finley, running for A.S. Director of California
State Affairs, will be matched against Your Effective Student Support candidate Mindy Terry, who
received 1,099 votes to Finley’s 838 in last week’s
A.S. election.
YESS candidate Skip Levins received 886
votes for the position of A.S. Director of Non-tradi-

SJSU must alter business methods
says California Controller’s office
By Tim Goodman
As a result of an audit by the California State
Controller’s Office which initially found 20 business-related violations, SJSU will have to change
procedures involving check distribution and salary advances.
The number of violations was reduced substantially after a second audit, according to Vern
Felker of the controller’s office, who conducted
the follow-up audit. He attributed the high number
of violations to the fact that the people doing the
initial audit were new.
"A lot of things were missed," Felker said,
because the auditors "didn’t ask the right questions."
He added, however, that the university did
have a few problems which needed to be cleaned
up.
"Basically, we found control problems in warrant (pay check) distribution." There were also
"duty and control problems," all related to the
handling and processing of paychecks.
Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans
called the needed changes "minor," but said the
university has sent out memos to deans and administrative officials notifying them of the
changes.
"We had some things that were in non-compliance." Evans said. "There was some misunderstanding. but that’s all cleared up. It did put us
into a situation where we had to change the way
we do business."
Those changes include discontinuing the prac-

tice of having one person keeping attendance reports and also, picking up and distributing checks.
The state also requires undelivered checks be
returned (to the university warrant custodian)
within five days of distribution.
Evans said this "stops someone from storing
checks," but said he didn’t think that happened at
SJSU. He added that the university is "trying very
hard" to begin direct-depositing checks.
Also, the university can no longer mail out
checks for "employee convenience." Checks can
only be mailed in cases such as protracted illnesses and approved leaves.
Felker said one area the university had problems in was salary advances. An advance involves paying money to an employee for time
worked, but before the actual check comes out.
The initial concern of the controller’s office,
he said, was over the issuing of salary advances.
The state requires that salary advances can
only be issued in "unusual" instances. Felker said
SJSU was issuing advances to pay for such things
as baby sitters, car loans, and rent.
Felker said this constituted "inappropriate
loans of state money."
Evans said he hasn’t seen Felker’s final report, but Felker said yesterday that "everything’s
clean."
Evans downplayed the first audit by stating
that many of the 20 violations were "unfounded."
"We don’t have people running away with
money. Or millions of dollars disappearing into
some sinking fund." he added.

(tonal Minority Affairs compared to Stipicevich’s
1,006 votes.
"It’s probably a g000 move for them." Levins
said, and that it might help them in the vote.
The YESS Party ran on a platform that supported the proposed Kee Center, a universitj
hour, and better parking accommodations for
dorm students.
Levins said last week in the Spartan Daily Q
and A’s with the A.S. candidates) he was running
because veterans and the handicapped were not
adequately represented on campus. Terry
stressed that she would be an advocate lobbying
on behalf of students.
A runoff election results when none of the candidates for an elected position receive more than
50 percent of the vote, in which case the top two
vote-getters are pitted against each other.
One’ of the reasons Finley and Stipicevich are
running together is their claim to have more experience than both the YESS Party and PSP. Finley
said.
"The basic fact of it is that we do have more
experience and we do know the issues, and that
came out of the interviews ( Spartan Daily Q and
A’s)."
Stipicevich said that as independents, they
have a non-biased point of view.
"We don’t have to be influenced by a party
president who does not necessarily like the group
of people we are dealing with," he said.
Being independents "allows us to open the
way for new candidates and it opens the way to
more dynamic politicking," Stipicevich said.
"Too many times, party members don’t have
the drive an independent has," he said.
Both Finley and Stipicevich said they are concerned about ’.titer apathy in the runoff election
"We’re not going to let us being burned out
from last week, get to us this week," Finley said
"It’s just a matter of how much you want the position."
Polling booths for the runoff election will be
open from 8 a m. to 8 p.m. at Clark Library and
the Student Union today

The Chinese Student Association received 91,264 of
the $2,560 it requested to hold a Chinese Culture Night
next month.
One of the reasons it didn’t get its total request,
according to Jeff Houston, was because it was not planning on charging admittance.
"The amount of money we’re dealing with just
doesn’t give students the right to go for free anymore," he
said.
"We’re thankful for their support," said Bobbie Wan,
vice president of the Chinese Student Association. "We’re
just trying to figure out how we could have presented our
case better to the special allocations committee Monday."
Michael Finley, who is a student representative for
the collective bargaining unit of the California State Students Association, received a $1,470 underwrite to participate in contract negotiations for the California State University Academic Support Personnel.

Daily to receive
frozen A.S. funds
By Mark Freeman
The Associated Students
Board of Directors voted 8-3 yesterday to unfreeze $10,000 in
funding to the Spartan Daily.
The A.S. allocated the Spartan Daily 910,000 last semester
and immediately cut it because
the newspaper would not abide
by A.S. funding policy.
However, SJSU President
Gail Fullerton told the board in a
memo that it could only freeze
the money.
Board members initially considered allocating only a percentage of money to the Spartan
Daily, but decided to allocate the
complete sum.
"The need hasn’t changed,"
A.S. President Kathy Cordova
said. "They have anticipated this
income from the beginning."
Dennis Brown, chairman of
the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications, said
reversing the freeze will help the
Spartan Daily out of its financial
hole.
"It’s a tremendous help in
getting us through this year without a serious deficit," Brown
said.
The Spartan Daily is suffering from smaller advertising revenue, the lack of "subscription
revenue," and no reserves this
year, Brown said.
The current debt was approximately $14,000 before the
meeting and Brown still sees the
Spartan Daily ending the year
with an approximate debt of 84,000, he said.
Dan Buerger, executive assistant to Fullerton, representatives from the Spartan Daily and
A.S. Controller Michael Schneider agreed to a compromise two
weeks ago that would force the

Spartan Daily to print a disclaimer that would state the A.S.
and the Spartan Daily are not directly associated in any way.
A.S. requires that all groups
that get A.S. funding must print
or say "Partially funded by Associated Students." and the Spartan Daily refused to do so.
Schneider said.
"The difference refers to
freedom of speech and editorial
comment," Buerger said. "It is
needed for complete separation
of the A.S. and the Daily."
But Brown said the funding
for next year’s Spartan Daily is
still in question.
"If we don’t get money for
next year, it doesn’t change anything," Brown said. "Without the
funding, we won’t be able to start
The A.S. Budget Committee
decided earlier this week not to
recommend funding the Spartan
Daily for the fall ’84 - spring ’85
school year despite claims from
the department that the paper is
in a financial crisis.
"The financial data presented to us. in my opinion, is incomplete and doesn’t show a serious need," Doying said.
Spartan Daily representatives gave presentations to the
budget committee March 13 and
23 asking for 920,000, Schneider
said. The Spartan Daily was first
recommended for $2,000 Monday.
and then dropped completely
later that night.
"Without the subscription
money for next year. I don’t think
the Daily will be able to publish
in the fall," Brown said.
"Once the Daily is out of circulation, it’s doubtful it would
come back," Brown said.
continued on page 5
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Ban the vagrants,
not the billboards

The liahlumnist:

The San Jose City Council is considering banning
. billboards in downtown San Jose. After more than a
year of study, city planners have come up with a proposed ordinance that will ban billboards in the downtown area and on major streets leading into it.
The appearance of downtown San Jose could definitely stand improvement, but how much is a billboard

by De.In Kahl

The tube boob

Netha Thacker
Staff Writer

ban going to help?
Take a stroll through Paseo de San Antonio. On a
sunny spring afternoon, with fountains playing their rippling music and green trees offering their shady oases,
it should be a delightful place to visit.
And it might be, if the stroller didn’t feel intimidated by the bums sitting on the park bench, drinking
their booze from brown paper bags.
With a few attractive boutiques and a couple appealing restaurants, the plaza could be a pleasant place to
spend an afternoon.
In fact, there are a couple of nice restaurants, but
even at lunch hour, they’re almost deserted. Who wants
to spend time in downtown San Jose?
Stroll through the plaza from Third Street to First
Street, and the desert really begins. First Street is a barren wasteland, lined with parking lots and derelict
buildings. The biggest problem, however, is the derelicts on the street.
The San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art has
hung out it’s bright blue awning near the corner of First
and San Salvador streets just down the street from
the Three Star Bar and next door to the Sex Video Arcade.
Even in mid-afternoon, visitors to the museum must
run the gamut of bums standing on the street corners,
who hurl insults at each other and the passers-by.
Yes, the area is in the process of being redeveloped,
or so they tell us. But look at the new buildings going up
impersonal concrete blocks with no redeeming social
value. Their blank walls hold no interest for the visitor
who dares to venture downtown.
And the blank brick walls of the older buildings that
are adjacent to rubble-strewn vacant lots might even be
improved by the addition of a few attractive billboards.
I’m not a big fan of billboards, but they are a form of
communication. The best of them are sometimes clever
and stylish. And downtown San Jose could use some
style.
A little communication wouldn’t hurt, either.
What’s downtown, anyway? A few billboards letting
people know what’s there if anything is might not
come amiss.
The real problem downtown is not billboards or the
lack of them, but people and places.
I know I’m dating myself, but I’m old enough to remember when people did come downtown. You could
shop at Hale’s and Hart’s and JC Penney, and on a Saturday afternoon, the streets would be bustling with people.
As a teenager, I spent lazy afternoons shopping with
friends, and we never feared for our safety. There was
no ban on billboards then, but I don’t remember that
they ever detracted from our enjoyment of downtown
San Jose.
Surveys have indicated people would be more likely
to come downtown if there were major retail stores and
restaurants there.
surveys also indicate that the presence of undesirables would deter many people from coming downtown even if the shops and restaurants were there.
Until San Jose cleans up it’s streets and comes up
with some places that appeal to people, a ban on billboards won’t help downtown.
In fact, the council imposed a moratorium on new
billboards in the downtown area in September 1982. Has
anyone noticed?
Instead of banning billboards, the city council needs
to ban bums. Downtown San Jose would have a lot more
appeal if people felt safe walking the streets.

Pr

Justice rendered by television
In a previous opinion article, I questioned the competence of our judicial system in the case of Theodore
Streleski. Streleski was sentenced to a paltry eight
years in prison after maliciously murdering one of his
professors at Stanford.

Dan Koga
Staff Writer

After being paroled after serving only five years
and four months. Streleski was immediately re-arrested
for parole violation.
I argued the man shouldn’t have been paroled in the
first place since he wouldn’t guarantee whether he
would kill again.
This time I am to complain about the system once
again. No, not about the system itself. This time, I’m
here to complain about some of the tiddlywinks that run
our system including we the people.
This time I will not argue to keep a man in prison.
This time I will argue to keep certain men out of prison.
The men that lam speaking of are the innocent ones.
Enter the case of Lenell Geter, sentenced to life in
prison in 1982 after being convicted of aggravated robbery on charges that he held up a Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant in Balch Springs, Texas.
I first heard of the case on "60 Minutes" on Dec. 4 of
the same year. I sat in front of the boob-tube in rare
amazement. I couldn’t believe what I was seeing.
Geter, an engineer for E-Systems Inc. in Greenville
Texas, was convicted of a very serious crime on the
shabbiest of evidence I ever saw. To make it even
worse, he didn’t even commit the damn crime’

Home Box Office in dorms:
Where do the priorities lie?

HBO in the dorms could serve as a financial benefit
By Frank Lopez
Home Box Office in the dorms? It sounds like a natural to me.
As a former resident of both Markham and West
Halls, I remember how TV was in the dorms. There was
a very limited number of stations that could be tuned in
to and the reception on those was a skier’s dream. Just
thinking about the snow is enough to send shivers shooting up my back.
In visiting friends still in the dorms, it is apparent
the reception has not become any better.
To actually see the picture what a novel idea.
The price being kicked around for cable service
whether HBO or another cable station is selected
stands at $5 per month.
That seems like a pretty nominal fee, even on a student’s budget. For most residents, $5 a month would
hardly be noticed, especially in the shadow of long distance phone bills.
At $50 per year August through May finance
poses little barrier to the installation of cable TV in the
dorms.
Janelle Merritt, a freshman communications major
living in Washburn Hall and the originator of the HBO
proposal, did an informal survey of about 90 people, only
two of which oppossed the installation of pay TV on financial grounds.
For many, the advent of HBO in the dorms could actually serve a financial benifit. One of the more popular
social events at Markham Hall is going to the campus
Wednesday Night Cinema.
The Cinema’s price this year has been increased to
$2 an evening. Even if one catches only three movies a
month, the cost is more than one would pay for the cable
service.
Of course, many students don’t go to that many
movies a month, but all a dorm resident need do is attend one movie off campus, say at the Pruneyard, and $5
plus will be shot in one evening.
There is also the matter of convenience. At noncampus theaters and even at Morris Daily Auditorium

The feeling I got from the attention this case received was the District Attorney’s office handling the
case wanted a conviction and nothing would stop them
from getting one, even though their evidence against
Geter reeked something awful.
Fellow workers at E-Systems placed Geter at work
at the time and day of the robbery. "60 Minutes" reported even if Geter left E-Systems and drove to Balch
Springs a mere 50 miles away and committed the
robbery during his lunch hour, he still wouldn’t have
made it back in between the time he was first seen and
last seen at work. That is unless, of course, his car was
capable of breaking the speed of light.
This is the kind of plot you see on "Magnum Pl." or
in reruns of "Hawaii Five-0" and here it was actually
happening.
I used to think that the writers for these shows
would come up with these plots after a six-pack session.
Never in my wildest dreams did I think this could actually happen.
If I feel this way, how do you think Geter feels? The
man just spent I6-month’s wondering why he was where
he was.
Well, this joke finally reached its punch line last
week when the charges against Geter were dropped.
The witnesses involved identified another man as the
robber.
The new suspect, Curtis Eugene Mason, has been
right under the D.A.’s nose all along. He is an inmate in
the Harris County Jail.
And now for the denonuement Mason, naturally
denies the crime, and the D.A. says Mason will probably
not be charged with the Balch Springs robbery because
of the weakness of the witnesse’s changing stories.
Will this mishandling of justice ever cease? Will we
always have to depend on Mike Wallace, Morley Shafer,
Ed Bradley or Harry Reasoner to render justice where
justice is due?
As each day passes I begin to think maybe Judge
Wapner sits on the lands highest court !

when. the Wednesday Night Cinema is held a person obviously can’t be as relaxed as he could in his own
room wathcing HBO. It also eliminates transportation
and parking costs.
It could be argued that all the services available
could serve as just too large a distraction for students. 1
disagree.
Yes, the potential to distract is there, but with or
without HBO there is always something going on somewhere within the dorms to serve as a distraction anyway.
Procrastination is a result of a person’s personality
rather the object chosen to procrastinate with. Those
who currently have good study habits will, in all probabilty, continue to retain those habits, even if HBO comes
to the dorms.
Those who don’t study well will have a new excuse
perhaps, but it’s doubtful there will be any overall
change.
As an extremely skilled procrastinater myself. I
know from experience, the meansbe it radio, HBO, or
tiddly-winks has little to with the final result --wasted
time.
The installation of pay TV to the dorms would also
serve to boost the dorm image. When one thinks of the
dorms, one tends to think of a srtipped-down, low -budget
organization; a generic option in the housing field.
Without being extravagent, the courted service of
HBO could serve as a sign one can live economically in
the dorms without sacrificing all luxuries.
Given more options and a small touch of luxury, I.
and others like me, would have been more likely to give
SJSU communal living a longer stay
Finally, if SJSU turns down this opportunity to be
the first school in Northern California to pump cable
into its dorms, I’m sure there are a couple of other univeristies Ci.e. Stanford ) who will pick up SJSU’s miscue.
After established as a viable market at other universities, the price of cable TV may not be as inexpensive the next time around.

All’s fair in love and war. . . and media cove:age.
This seems to be the motto of one sportscaster
in the Bay Area. He’s a golden hunk of a man pro
vided your vision isn’t very good. Speaking of vi
sion, he works for KNTV, right down the street
from Spartanland. KNTV’s motto is "a new v
sion." KNTV’s braintrust must have had 20/100 vi
sion when they selected this sportscaster.
The name? Tom Janis.
Uncle Tom was at the SJSU-UCLA baseball
game at Municipal Stadium Tuesday night and he
looked like he was having a swell time doing his job
Tom went on the air at 11:20 that night and said
Sigma Alpha Epsilon gave him "a soda" at the
game.
Funny. I was at the game and the only soda I
saw Janis toting contained barley, hops and malt.
Need another clue? This soda’s jingle rings to the
tune of "the best of the Rockies to you." Get the picture?
All in all, I think KNTV sent the wrong man to
the game. I wish they hadn’t sent a man at all.! was
hoping for weekend sports anchor Dawn Bouzeos
and wound up with the booby prize instead.
The booby prize did an equally booby job on his
journey to South Campus Tuesday. Instead of doing
a pre-game feature on baseball head coach Gene
Menges and the Spartans’ quest for their recordtying 12th straight win, Janis took the time to interview Spartan head football coach Claude Gilbert.
Claude’s a nice guy, but Janis has the rest of the
spring and summer to do a story on him. When is
the Spartan baseball team going to win 11 straight
again?
Janis’ actions are par for his course. He’s a
sportscaster in a sandtrap. He reminds me of a
walking corpse.
Last semester, Janis snatched Golden Bay
Earthquakes’ head coach Don Popovic away in
mid-interview from one of my fellow reporters.
All’s fair, right? No action is overstepping one’s
hounds in the name of Hollywood. Janis was only
doing his job or whatever KNTV pays him for.
At the SJSU-Cal football game in Berkeley last
fall, I was in the pressbox and crossed paths with
Janis who was dressed for the job in shorts, a
polo shirt and worst of all, no socks.
Ick!
I said "Hi there" but Janis merely shrugged.
"Screw you, too," I mumbled as I walked
away.
I’ve always had a hard time stomaching a gm,
with two first names. His elementary school teach,
era must have faced similar problems when calling
roll.
"Is Janis Tom here?"
I like my sports brought to me by the pros not
from a "happ’nin’ kinda guy."
Actually. Janis is the sort of fellow you’d like
your daughter to bring home provided the rest of
your family members are Sneezy, Sleepy, Dopey
and Grumpy. Rock ’em sock ’em Tom would fit in
well he’s all those rolled into one.
Janis probably means well. He’s probably not a
woman -beater or a dog-kicker. But, I wish KNTV
would send someone else to cover SJSU sports
Does Maggie Scura know anything about sports"
Could she match Janis ins battle of wits? Maggie’s
out of Janis’ league, so maybe she’ll show up next
time to cover the Spartans. She might even get a
"soda" out of it.
Coors to you, Tom.
Dean Kahl is the Daily’s feature editor and col
umnist. His column appears every Tuesday and
Thursday.

Con

’Interacting with a television set is not the solution’
By Mark Katches
When polls encouraging student input on Home Box
Office were first distributed to SJSU residence hall students, the idea looked tempting.
For an extra $5 dollars a month, students could
watch movies, music television, sports channels, the
United States Congress and several other attractions.
The proposed service offers everything a student
could want from a television set at a reasonable price.
Also, the system, which could be installed this summer,
would improve overall reception for all channels.
However, the poll results are in and HBO looks like
it’s out.Of the 340 votes counted, 173 were in favor of
HBO and 167 were against it. A margin of six votes did
not present a clear mandate to Housing Director Willie
Brown who feels not enough students watch television or
would want to pay $50 a year for the services.
But the issue is not quite dead. The student who originated the proposal believes residence hall students
were misinformed about the service.
There appears to be some support for the idea, but
no one is addressing the most important issue concerning HBO’s entertainment value to SJSU students.
HBO would detract from the main reason why students attend any institution of higher learning. We are
here to get an education and HBO would detract from
this basic objective.
It would be too easy to press a button and watch a
movie, or shove a history text aside in favor of MTV.
SJSU may eventually produce graduates who can
recite the lyrics to Billy Idol’s top hits, but unfortunately. cannot write complete sentences.
There are many students who can discipline themselves They can keep recreation and social activities in
perspective while maintaining scholastic priorities.
But there are enough distractions in the residence
halls already which are taking students away from their
studies
If one room isn’t blasting a stereo, people in the next
room are Televisions, loud stereos and parties are the
rule open books are the exception

And HBO cannot be considered only one added distraction. It offers several alternatives for a student who
may have to read a chapter in economics but may want
to watch a movie or two, then watch a few videos or a
late night sporting event.
One student passing petitions around Washburn
Hall last week said she understood students might be
tempted to watch more television, but she said students
need an outlet from their studies."So many students just
get wasted and drink because there is nothing else to
do," she said.
This may be a substantial argument for preadolescents, but there are several outlets for college students.
The Student Union, Camera One and dorm functions are
just a few options for residence hall students. These recreational activities are accessible every day, but are encouraged on weekends. HBO would only entice students
to utilize its recreational services too often.
Social life is nearly as important as academic survival, but interacting with a television set is not the solution.
At second glance, the extra fee is not as cheap as it
looks. Residence hall fees will be raised about 7 percent
next semester. Brown said this will amount to about a
$200 increase next year. Meanwhile, students will begin
paying 960 more a year for the planned Rec Center.
Several residence hall students have enough trouble
paying phone bills and adding a fee for television will
only compound students’ financial difficulties.
The worst thing about the new service would be that
if a majority of students wanted it. the minority would
have to pay their share of the fees, even if they never
watched television.
For most students, this would mean a waste of pre
cious money. These are the students who don’t have
enough time to watch television, or are happy with their
current television programming.
Luckily, the poll results showed that enough ski
dents realize the luxury of television should be seen
ficed for another luxury many take for granted
edu
cation.
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-Q &A
with Lt.
Maurice Jones

When SJSU Chief of Police Earnest
Quinton began an indefinite leave of absence from the department because of
medical reasons last week, Lt. Maurice
Jones was appointed to replace him.
Jones has spent 20 years in law enforcement and came lathe University Police in
1968. He was promoted to sergeant in 1971
and lieutenant in 1973. As lieutenant, he
has been in charge of field operations
which includes patrol officers.
Jones spoke with Spartan Daily reporter Mark Katches about his proposals
to fight crime at SJSU and his career in
law enforcement.
Q: How and when did you get started
in law enforcement?
A: Well, my father was in law enforcement, and being in a law enforcement family stimulated my interest to
pursue that type of a career also. It was
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1962 when I went to work for the Topeka
Police Department in Topeka, Kansas.
Q: Why did you come to California?
A: Well, I worked for a midwestern
City, and there wasn’t a whole lot of opportunity for promotion, and salaries
were low. It didn’t look like that situation
was going to change in the very near future, so I had a desire to enhance my living standards and to enhance my professional career. I knew that California was
one of the more progressive states when it
came to law enforcement.
Q: You were a canine officer once.
How did you get involved with that?
A: In the police department, I was assigned to traffic accident investigation. In
the winter-time in the Midwest, if you’re
assigned to accident investigation, about
all you do is go from one accident to another filling out forms and accident reports. So after a while I decided that that
wasn’t what I really wanted out of a law
enforcement career, so I requested a
transfer to the patrol division. When I did
get the transfer to the patrol division, I
had the opportunity to become a canine
officer because there were some vacancies in that program, also.
Q: How many dogs did you work
with?
A: Just one.
Q: How long?
A: About 512 years.
Q: How did you go about initiating
the canine program at SJSU?
A: We had had a high anxiety level on
campus concerned with crime and the
criminal element that was reported to be
in the campus area. From past experience I knew how effective police dogs
were in dealing with the criminal element, particularity from the psychological standpoint. I saw the results in Topeka, so naturally I suggested we do the
same thing here.
Q: How do you feel about your ap-

pointment as interim chief?
A: So far I’ve enjoyed it greatly. Everything seems to be falling into place at
this point, if you could make that kind of
judgment after a week on a job. I’ve had a
lot of people approach me and congratulate me and also indicate a strong desire
to work with the department of public
safety, which makes me feel tremendous
about what’s happened.
Q: What plans, if any, do you have to
change the department?
A: I’m not one to jump in right away
and make a lot of drastic changes because I was a part of forming the goals
and objectives of the department as they
were set down initially. I don’t see any
drastic changes occurring from those
goals and objectives. My main objective
right now is to keep the department running smoothly until it’s time to name a
new chief for the department.
Q: Would you throw your hat in the
ring when the time comes to choose a permanent replacement?
A: I think I will because that would be
a career enhancement to me, and there
would be an increase in salary involved,
also. I think that’s really what any professional in any field works for ultimately
to acheive higher goals in their profession.
Q: In what ways could University
Police fight crime more effectively?
A: I think we have some pretty effective programs in progress right now. One
of my objectives is going to be to try to resolve some of the personality feelings in
the department and make this a happier
place to work. I think that a happier working atmosphere may in fact give the employees a different approach to the community. That’s my number one priority
right now.
Q: You worked with Quinton for 15
years. What was your opinion of him as a
person and a lass enforcer?

A: That’s really a hard question to
answer because my total association with
him in this department has been as one of
his subordinates, and I never had any
problems working with him. We had what
I thought was a pretty good working
relationship. He gave me the responsibility in the department to accomplish the
tasks I had to accomplish, and I did the
best I could. It was strictly a business
relationship. He was the boss, I was the
subordinate, and that was pretty much
the way it stood until the day he left.
Q: What kind of changes have you
seen in law enforcement in the last 20
years?
A: Moving here from the Midwest
was probably the most dramatic change
because I went from a city of about 150,000 to a much larger metropolitan area. I
would say I have seen more professionalization in California law enforcement occuring a lot more rapidly than I saw in my
six years of midwestern law enforcement. Basically, it’s because I think law
enforcement is supported more by the citizens on the West Coast than it is in the
Midwest. They still have a kind of ’small
town’ attitude about things back there,
even though Topeka is the capital and one
of the major cities in the state.
It’s like ’you’re there and we have to
pay the bill for you but it’s just an added
expense to the taxpayer.’ They wanted
someone to do the dirty work, but they
didn’t really want to pay them for their efforts.
Q: What about your relationship with
the administration here. Do you see any
problems with that?
A: No, I don’t. I feel very good about
the relationship with the administration. I
think we’re very fortunate at San Jose
State to have a positive relationship toward public safety. Dr. (Gail) Fullerton,
J. Handel Evans and the academic vice
president (John Brazil) have been great

Living with the cold shoulder
I remember reading a piece by syndicated columnist Andy Rooney last December. He was rambling on about the benefits of having a portable
heater in his bathroom that automatically activates
itself at 6:30 a.m.

Joe Roderick
Staff Writer

Andy loved to get up in the morning, slip into his
warm bathroom and take a hot shower for an hour.
Boy, I sure envy Andy. Obviously he’s never
lived in an apartment especially an apartment in
San Jose. I happen to live in a ’pad’ in San Jose. But
this isn’t a good pad. I call it my Bad Pad.
There’s nothing like waking up in the middle of a
December and slipping into a nice, warm shower.
Nothing could be finer when the hot water turns cold
abruptly and without warning.
Something had to be done about this hot/cold dilemma. I talked to the landlord’s daughter, a gal in
her 50s. I explained the hot water vanished in no
time. "Time how long the hot water lasts and get
back to me."
The next morning, I broke out the stopwatch. I
had to get ready for this test. I had to be mentally
and physically psyched. I loosened up a little by
doing a few deep knee bends and stretching out a bit.
I gave my roommate the watch and told him to
time me. "On your mark, get set, go," he yelled.
Approximately five minutes later, the hot water
was gone.
Several days later, I informed the landlord’s
daughter that the hot water went out in a little over
five minutes.
"Well, that sounds about right. That’s about how
long it takes me to shower."
Smells like it too, I thought.
"We’ll make a note of it," she said.

A couple of months later, we bumped into each
other. "How about our hot water situation?" I
asked.
"How long does it take the hot water to come
back in between showers?" she replied.
"I really don’t know," I said, puzzled by this line
of reasoning.
"Well, time it and get back to us," she said
My roommate and I thought about this for a
minute. "If the hot water is gone in five minutes,
what difference does it make how long it takes the
hot water to come back?" I asked.
My roommate, as is sometimes his wont, had a
half-witty, half-wise guy remark to that question.
"Maybe you can wash one half of your body for five
minutes, wait another 20 minutes for the hot water to
return, then go back and wash the other half." Rim
shot please.
I am sad to report that the hot water crisis has
remained unsolved.
There are other misadventures to living in a Bad
Pad. One cold day, after yet another sub-five minute
shower, I stumbled down to the parking garage,
ready to climb aboard my 10-speed bike.
Problem was, the bike, like the hot water, had
vanished. What is this grand theft bicycle?
I flew back into the Bad Pad and alerted my
roommate. After some discussion, he said "You better tell the landlord."
That meant another confrontation with the
daughter.
I told my story to her. She showed a touch onf concern. She offered me one of her grandson’s bikes
fora price.
"Make me an offer," she told me.
She sounded like Joe The Used Bike Salesman.
"Thirty-five dollars," I said.
"I’ll get back to you," she replied, leaving me
with the notion that either I up the price or remain
bikeless.
I was a little steamed at that point.
I wanted to cuss her out, but she probably would
have said something like "You better cool off. Why
don’t you go up and take a shower a cold shower."
It isn’t pretty living in a Bad Pad.

by Berke Breathed
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Page 3

supporters of public safety on campus. I
have no reason to doubt that that won’t
continue. That really is the success of this
program. Being the director of public
safety has a large impact on the success
of this program, but it also takes support
up on the chain of command to make the
program really work,
Q: There are 85 blue light telephones
on campus and plans are to add 50 more
someday. Do you know when that maj
happen?
A: I was very involved with the blue
light program, and we felt we should go
ahead and plan for expansion if the funds
ever became available to do that. The to
cations are already selected and all it
takes now is the funds. I feel very comfortable on campus with the number of
phones we have. Every direction you look
espeyou see a blue light telephone
cially at night when they are really easy
to see.
Q: Do you have any kind of guess as
to when funds will be available?
A: I have no idea. It’s obvious by the
way crime has declined on campus that
the items we have have been effective,
and as long as we are able to hold our own
and continue to lower crime, then pumping additional resources into the blue
lights may not be a requirement at this
time.
Q: J. Handel Evans has talked about
closing San Carlos Street from Fourth to
tOth streets in an effort to reduce crime.
What do you think about that?
A: I know that’s been recommended
to help eliminate crime. That’s been tried
in other cities to stop the back and forth
driving of the suspected criminal element. I think it would be an excellent
idea to close the area turn it into a mall
and eliminate the cross-traffic through
campus.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

into garages
According to the Spartan Daily, Henry Orbach.
our vice president for demolishing old buildings
and constructing parking
garages, believes a new
garage on the site of the Social Science building is essential, but that we evicted
occupants of the building
are unhappy because we
"went from something nice
into a standard faculty office."
They weren’t happy
about moving," he says.
"They could come and go
as they pleased. There was
no one to keep an eye on
them."
As a one-time happy
resident of that nice old
structure, I hate to admit
it, but our V.P. is absolutely right! We could, indeed, come and go as we
pleased without higher authority keeping an eye on
us. The problem is not,
however, solved by transferring us and pulverizing
our nice building, and replacing it with more parking spaces.
First of all, our "standard" replacement offices
will still provide us the opportunity to come and go
as we please. We may even
be able to avoid the surveilling eye of higher authority. We will, after all ( unfortunately), be enclosed,
shielded, sequestered and
hidden from public view by
walls and doors wherever
we are.
An even more serious
problem remains unre
solved, however. Despitv
that wonderful new ga
rage, the need for parking.
will, I fear, continue un.
abated.
Other urban areas

have found that whenever
unlimited parking was provided. the demand simply
escalated. How then might
we at SJSU commuter
school meet that ever-increasing demand?
So far, nobody has
been daring or innovative
enough to see the obvious
answer. We have not been
thinking commuter.
Even our newest garage will be on the campus
periphery. But, why be satisfied with simply putiing
the car near the classroom?
Most of our classrooms
look like parking garages
already. Surely it wouldn’t
require much to convert all
of them into true garages.
Our commuters could simply drive into the classrooms.
Think of it! The faculty
could deliver lectures from
the platforms in the center

of each parking floor to individual receivers in each
automobile, and several of
us could lecture simultaneously at each parking
level.
But what of the need
for faculty surveillance?
The garage classroom
could take care of that as
well. After all, individual
offices surely ought to be
consdidered redundant if
they could become parking
spaces.
We could keep all our
books and records at home,
and maintain our office
hours where higher authority could keep us under surveillance. The parking
problem, the office problem and the "keeping an
eye on them problem"
would thus be eliminated
at one fell stroke.
David Eakins
History
professor
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Chi Omega is celebrating
with their Spring 1984 Pledge Class
Gretchen Malay
Deanne Barton
Michelle Marroquin
Kaaren Begg
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tosisiiiik Congratulations!

Name any foreign car sold in the U.S.
. . . we’ve got parts for it!
We carry the real thing Vera Imported Parts. the O.E.M.
quality parts that are made where the cars are made. So if you
want the right part to keep that car performing at its hest, call us.
You’ll like our prices, too!

Stop in and see our monthly specials
student Discount Card Available!
493 S. FIRST ST., S.J. 998-5060 I 9 OTHER LOCATIONS
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Q&A
with Bill Baron

SJSU student Bill Baron is currently
active in many affairs. As chairman of
the progressing University Zone Association and President of the Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity, the business management major appears to have his hands
full. Baron, a junior, is also the vice president of the University’s Inter -Fraternity
Council. With the close of the recent elec.
riot’, and a much anicipated UZA meeting
with city officials approaching. Baron
talked with staff writer Nick Gillis about
his feelings on the issues.
Q: Being a full-time student, how do
Find time for all the other positions that
N OU hold?

A: You know, it’s kind of funny People always ask me if I’m overstressed.
But, no I don’t think so. I don’t like being
idle.
Everybody should try to be active,
whether it’s with their job or school or
whatever. I’m just the kind of person who
likes to stay busy.
Q: When was the University Zone established?
A: About February of last year. It’s
something who’s (sic) ideas are overdue.
Q: Since you started the organization.
how would you describe it’s purpose?
A: The main purpose of it is to create
a zone for a more attractive community.
We’d like to see more student and faculty
housing, cleaner residences, reducing the
crime rate and such. Really, we’re out to
make the area more of a ’neighborhood’
community.
Q: How long will it take for some of
the UZA’s goals to actually get accomplished?
A: Well, a year ago! told the Mercury
News it would take about five years for
anything to really take place, and I’m still
sticking by that. I wish I could see results
quicker because I’ll probably be out of
school before anything takes place.
But, we’ve got a foundation to build
on. The key to any organization is to get
people involved and motivated towards
the goals. Once we’ve accomplished that,
we’ll bean our way. It’s slowly happening
right now.
Q: About the student housing issue, is
your concern centered around more
homes for fraternities?
A: No. Right now there’s an Made-

hi fact all of the WC fraternities are
considered social ones. There’s just a lot
of things that we get involved in that take
a lot of time. Really, I’d love to see all the
houses with 3.0 averages, but that’s almost imposssible.
There are, in fact, several brothers
with an A average, but that is something
we’d like to see more of.
Q: What is the main idea or function
of the Inter-Fraternity Council?
A: Boy, I could bring out the whole
Constitution on that one. Actually, it’s
there to promote the improvement of the
Greek system on campus.
We’re kind of a provisionary group to
organize and hear from the houses. If people have complaints, we want to know
about them.
Like it sounds, it’s a council for fraternities, but I think it’s an effective
group. During the last two years, it certainly has gotten more formalized.
Q: It seems that the fraternity system was tied in with the interests of the
VESS party’ issues. Since they had great
success last week, could you account for
any strategies to push members to the
polls.
A: Sure, we have a lot of the houses
representing the YESS party, but you’d
find several of them supporting the Independents and PSP’s as well.
At the IFC meetings, we had one
speaker representing YESS (Jeff Houston) address the house representatives.
His main message was just get out and
vote, period. We also had Independent
candidates who told members to go back
and vote Independent.

quacy of student and faculty housing. One
of the biggest complaints is one that
Housing Director Willie Brown has addressed.
Most of the housing that off-campus
students live in is really poor, and they all
complain that they’re charged too much.
So, we’re concerned with the overall
housing problems for everyone.
Q: Recently, it seems there’s been II
increase in fraternity interest and memberships. Why?
A: I think there’s a definite renewed
interest. They’re structured now ins little
bit more of an organized manner. Sure,
we’ve still got the parties and the sporting
events, but there’s a whole lot of other
things that fraternities have done for the
campus community.
Before, with strictly the "partyparty" image, a lot of people were afraid
to get involved with them. But, it’s something that is gradually changing today in
a positive manner.
Q: Why do you think fraternities in
general have received a had name in recent years?
A: Basically from the way they portray themselves. Then you get inquisitive
reporters who uncover the bad stuff. Like
other organizations, we try to focus on the
good instead.
Q: Why do fraternity members
usually have a lower GPA than the average student?
A: You’ll find that fraternity members are usually the most active students
on campus with sports, social events and
miscellaneous activities.
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Michael Schneider behavior
is inexcusable, student says
I would like to support David Burgess (Letters to
the Editor, March 28) in his stand against Michael
Schneider as representative of the associated student
body. Not only were Schneider’s actions and statements
inexcusable, but he doesn’t even think he needs to be excused. I think he should be excused from office.
Diane Graham Martinez
Social Work
senior
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Student says ’religious fanatic’
spoils lunch, embarrassing
It started out as an average Thursday, that is, until
lunchtime rolled around. I had planned a nice peaceful
lunch in front of the Bakery before I ventured off to the
library to study for my next midterm.
Suddenly a lady began to preach her thoughts of the
world to anyone who happened to pass by, whether they
wanted to listen or not. ’Amusing,’ I thought as I took a
bite of my apple. Soon my impression turned to ’revolting’ as she force-fed the audience her twisted version of
the Bible.
When she exclaimed that gay rights consisted of the
right to "death, death, death," my stomach further sickened. As she singled out unprovoking students and
began to call them "whores," "whore-mongers" and
"homosexuals." I began to wonder about this lady’s
mental health.
I don’t mind listening to someone’s point of view. In
fact, I enjoy it, as long as they listen and acknowledge
my own. But this lady was as narrow-minded as they
come. When someone voiced an opposing opinion, she
would merely insult them and change the subject.
I think it is a shame that students at SJSU can’t
have a peaceful lunch without being harassed by a religious fanatic. If these evangelists wish to preach, they
should preach to people who wish to listen (advertise
and conduct occasions in an orderly manner).
Merely screaming and insulting people is a classless and demeaning way to spread the word of God.
These people should seriously reconsider their ethics,
for it seems a shame they can spoil my lunch and embarrass themselves without even trying.
Mathew Arcoleo
Electrical Engineering
junior
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Reagan has the new ideas,
Hart has the ’tired formula’
Netha Thacker made a very astute observation in
her March 19 opinion piece when she said "voters are
tded of the old-fashioned machine politics of Mondale."
Site is right. Voters are tired of the old tax and spend polidles of the leading Democratic contender. After all,
didn’t we send a message to them in 1980 with Mr. Reagan’s election? We told them we wanted tax relief, a
reconstituted defense and a strong leader.
Recent polls have shown this to be still true. Mr.
Hart, however, would provide none of these. Mr. Hart’s
new ideas’ are but a whitewash of old-line Democrat
programs. He proposes a pork-barrel rebuilding of the
idfrastructure program. To pay for this, he proposes an
added 10 cents a gallon on gas to top off the latest five
cent tax increase.
This smacks of the old Democrat axiom, "Let the
voters pay for it." Mr. Hart’s national industrial policy
is nothing but more regulations to push up prices.
Wasn’t it funny Ms. Thacker didn’t explain one of
his new ideas? I imagine she doesn’t know any of them.
To address her "nightmare visions," let’s first set
the record straight. Our current deficits are the fault of
Congress, which refuses to cut or even slow entitlement
spending and other pet project handouts. The increased
military budgets are the sorrowful price we have to pay
for the malaise our military suffered after years of Congressional neglect.
Escalating world tensions, one may remember,
began with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and their
ongoing massive arms buildup. Let’s give credit where
credit is due.
Mr. Hart is just the newest face on a tired old formula. His ’new ideas’ wither under the glare of objective study The new ideas in this race are coming from
Mt. Reagan. Lower taxes and less government meddling are what we need to grow in the ’80s. I urge you to
look beyond the media hype and make the intelligent
hpice.
Don Nordloff
International Business
senior
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Then there was some PSI’ candidates
who only appeared at the Panhellenic
meetings. But it was strictly a non-biased representation.
Q: With the student elections ending
last week, how do you feel about the RE(’
Venter being voted against?
A: It’s too bad because I’m fort . But
there’s a good example of the fraternities
not influencing the vote. We have three
board members confirmed as YESS people. We also have three executives supporting YESS, and they were all supporting the REC Center, but look what
happened.
It’s still kind of strange in my eyes
how it didn’t pass. I think we’ve got toremove our selfish attitudes of paying for
something now that we may not use. It’s
just like the question of paying for an education now that you may not get to use in
the future.
Whether it’s the Recreation and
Events Center as currently planned, or a
similar complex, we need something like
that on campus desperately because
we’ve always had the image of a "secondclass" university, and we aren’t.
Q: How would you account for the
big voter turnout this year?
A: I think the interest in the Rey
Center had a lot to do with it. I think students are more on top of things than in recent years.
There was a whole lot of publicity to
get out there and vote this year and the
Daily coverage helped, also. Consequently, the more interested students
there are, the more will turn out to vote.
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Tuition red tape angers transfer student
By Monte Poole
Mary Howe, a military veteran and Mission ( ol
student hoping to transfer to SJSU in fall 1984, has
&classic victim of the "Catch-22" syndrome.
She can’t get the money until she pays and sher’t
pay until she gets the money.
The Veteran’s Administration won’t issue apince
funds for Howe to pay registration and tuition s at
SJSU. Howe wanted those funds in order to pay hot ees.
Seeking the avenue of a time-payment plan.
e encountered another problem SJSU is not in a
ion to
extend a credit line to her.
As a non-resident student from Texas, Howe nts to
pay her 6108-per -unit non-resident tuition under instalment plan. If foreign students can do so, she r soned,
then so could she.
Rut upon seeking entrance to SJSU she di vered
that California State University system’s non-r ent tuition payment installment plan is for foreign udents
:only.
Howe then looked to the Veterans Administ ion of-

fice in San Francisco for help
Seeking an advance check to help pay what %mild
amount to more than $1,000 in registration fees and tuition
for full-time enrollment, Howe was told she could receive
VA funds upon verification of enrollment from SJSU.
Her next step was contacting the SJSU Veteran’s Affairs office. She was told that enrollment would be verified upon producing proof of registration fee and tuition
payment.
"She (Howe) definitely is in a fix," said De’An Marr,
the SJSU veteran’s coordinator. "The VA won’t release
any money to her without verification of enrollment and
we can’t verify enrollment without proof of fee payment."
"Money is not the issue it’s the way it’s being
paid," Howe said. "I’ll pay the money, but I just want to
do it in installments. I feel like I am getting the royal
shaft.
"I feel like women are especially being discriminated
against. I’m here because I’m with my husband, who is a
Navy enlisted man stationed here, not because I want to
be here."

Howe, a 34-year-old returning student majoring in sociology, has no plans to become a California resident.
Since entering Mission College two years ago she has paid
her $70 per-unit non-resident tuition fees in installments.
"They have a form for a three-payment plan that I fill
out and it allows me to make payments as I receive
money from my veteran’s benefits check.
"Why can’t San Jose State have the same form?"
Most of Howe’s anger is directed at SJSU’s Admissions and Records office. But Kathy Amirdash, associate
director of records, said Howe’s displeasure is misplaced.
"The deferment of fees is not an Admissions and Records matter," she said. "That rests between the student
and the Cashiering Services Office.
"But generally the only people who get payment deferments are financial aid students and foreign students,
who must first pay the basic registration fee, then are allowed to pay their tuition by a schedule."
The California Education Code, which was established by the state board of trustees, makes a provision in

SJSU exhi t showcases women
By Anne Henquist
A traveling exhibit tracing the history of
women in California, scheduled to open during
Womyn’s Week, finally arrived at SJSU on
Tuesday. It was quickly assembled by one of
its creators, an SJSU student, and put on display on the second floor of Clark Library,
where it opened last night.
The exhibit, "Women in California: An Ar
chival Sampler," is a result of SJSU histor
graduate student Charlene Gilbert’s 10-wee
internship last summer at the California Stat
Archives in Sacramento.
"The state archives has a traveling exhi
program, and they wanted to do one
women," Gilbert said.
which caused the
A clerical error
play to be sent to California State Univers
Sacramento instead of SJSU is to blame
the delayed opening of the collection.
The three-panel display chronicles th
cial evolution of women in California fro

Up again

mid-1800s to the present. Beginning with an
1852 statute allowing married women to carry
on businesses under their own names, the display includes photographs of California’s first
female doctors and Hearst Castle architect
Julia Morgan.
The following sections document women’s
increased involvement in business, politics,
and the professions. The final part of the exhibit includes a photograph of SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, who is credited for her achievements in the field of education.
Gilbert said she conducted the research for
the collection at the California state archives
and at the state library in Sacramento.
"The purpose of the exhibit is to educate
Californians and to alert them to the archives," she said. Since these were her only
two sources, Gilbert said the display "may not
be comprehensive."
Gilbert said she had completed her research, written the text, and chosen the pictures for the exhibit by the end of her inter-

nship. After she left the state archives, exhibit
designer Jess Grijalva assembled the materials into display form.
"It was fun, I really enjoyed doing it," Gilbert said. "It’s one thing to read and study
about history, but this sort of thing brings it
alive."
The exhibit opened in September at the Los
Angeles County Fair, and then continued on to
the Wells Fargo History Center in Los Angeles.
"The interesting thing is that it can travel
all over the state," Gilbert said.
The exhibit will be here until April 17, when
it is scheduled to be sent to Gavilan Community College in Gilroy. The collection will continue to travel "as long as the state archives
gets requests for it," Gilbert said.
Aside from the cost of transportion, the exhibit is free of charge.
Gilbert, whose father is a history professor
at SJSU, is currently working on her master’s
thesis in history and hopes to be able to graduate this spring

the wall

section 41901.5 stating that non-resident students who are
citizens and residents of a foreign country may pay tuition on an installment basis.
Howe disputes the fairness of that policy which was
instituted in 1976 primarily because of difficulties foreign
students faced getting funds from foreign countries.
"If they ( CSU ) can defer payments for foreign students, they should be able to do it for citizens," she said:
"Here I am a veteran with a husband on active duty and,
I’m not extended the same privileges that foreigners
are
Cashiering Services Supervisor Marlene Lewis said
she is "not sure the policy is totally fair."
"She (Howe) has a real problem," Lewis said. "She,
doesn’t have the money to pay all at once and the policy
isn’t set up for her to pay in installments but some et(
the foreign students who do have plenty of money but
choose to pay in installments anyway "
Lewis offers only one option for those in the con?
fronted with the same situation faced by Howe.
"We take Visa and Mastercharge."

Daily receives money
continued from page 1
The budget committee is not convinced that a serious crisis has hit the
daily student newspaper because history has shown the finances of the Spartan Daily to be consistently better.
Schneider said.
"They (Spartan Daily( have always been in the black, as we’ve seen
it," Schneider said. "What is it this
year that has made it so traumaticr
"I don’t understand the Spartan
Daily’s financial plight," Doying said.
"Last semester, Rick Spargo (past
Spartan Daily business manager and
former A.S. vice president) said that
the Spartan Daily didn’t need money.
"I find it difficult to believe that it
would change so drastically in one semester," Doying said.
Billing for ads sold this semester
began March I for February sales, said
Clyde Lawrence, journalism professor
and adviser to the Spartan Daily advertising staff. The ad revenue is lower
than usual, but such occurrences can
be expected at the beginning of each semester, he said.
"Why the sudden change from the
previous years?" Schneider said.
"They’ve done all right before and
there seems to be as many ads as before."
The Spartan Daily has an annual
budget of $264,000, with $243,000 coming
from advertising revenue, Brown said.
The remainder has to be subsidized
through the group subscription process, he said.
"At least 7 to 10 percent of the operating budget should come from subscription income" Brown said. The
Spartan Daily requests $10,000 a semester, or less than one cent a copy per stu-

dent in the group subscription, hi. said
"I think Brown just pulled that figure out of the blue," Doying said. "That
$10,000 just happens lobe what was frozen.
"Brown spews out information that
is as partial and blast ed ) as you could
believe," Doying said. "It’s almost like
we can’t believe anything they say anymore."
Brown said the Spartan Daily is
also going to apply for funding through
the Instructional -Related Activities account because the Spartan Daily is also
a class in the Journalism and Mass
Communications Department .
The IRA account is for groups governed by departments because they are
considered classes. The application
deadline for IRA funding is tomorrow.
Both Brown and Doying said severing the ties between the Spartan Daily
and A.S. would be in the best interest of
both groups.
"If we got the funding through IRA
like the legislation says, we could stop
the political maneuvering between stu
dent government and the press.
Brown said.
For any A.S. budget to be enacted.
both A.S. President Kathy Cordova and
Fullerton must sign it, Cordova said
Cordova will not sign a budget unless
there is funding for the Spartan Daily.
she said.
"I’m turning in my own budget al
the board meeting," Cordova said. ’II
will have at least close to the $10,000 in
it for the Daily, you can be sure of that
"I think the budget committee is
basing their decision on the presentation and personal feelings about the
Daily itself," she said.

SIERRA DESIGNS’

Big Deal
SAVE 50%
On Overstocked Small, Large and
Extra-Large Sizes (Some Mediums, too)

Michael M,Gwro
Trying U study while enjoying the
SUnshin: at the same time. Some
people :an do both. These diligent

students are from left: Dale
Chuck
Spencer, Andy Cicisly,
Pate, Jim Elms and Victor Volta.

The Santa Clara valley’s beautiful
sunny weather is expected to continue today.

Official denies Meese loan involvement
The
FRESNO (AP)
former head of the Small
Businetis Administration
denied that he was pressured j I, clear a loan
exeminin for a firm
whosttt stockholders included the wife of attorney
gene -al nominee Edwin
Mee* 111.
riic).ael Cardenas of
Fresto led the federal
ageney when a deputy
grannd exemptions for a
subsiflary of Biotech Capital Cap. and seven other
compinies during the mor-

atorium.
Meese’s wife used a
$15,000 interert-free loan to
buy 2,000 shares in the
company, i. transaction
that was nit reported on
Meese’s friancial disclosure staterrent.
Carderas denied knowing Meesels wife had an interest in te company and
told the ftesno Bee in an
interviev ublished yesterday that Meese never contacted hi about the moratorium rj loan guarantees.
Car nas said he intro-

duced the freeze when he
took office in April 1981 because of concern over program administration. He
left the post in February
1982 under pressure from
the Reagan administration.
The Fresno accountant
recalled being contacted
about the moratorium by a
representative of Vice
President George Bush but

the electronic printshop

QUALITY KODAK COPIES

OPEN SATLRDAYS TOO!

PASSPOIT PHOTOS
Ault E. San Carlos
295-5511

93 Pm* de San Antonio 1
(at 341:1 St.) 295-4336

"I got a call from an
aide to the vice president
who wanted to know why I
was putting more regulations on business when the
administration wanted less
Cardenas
regulation,"
said. "I was not asked
about a special application."

?

Meese’s confirmation
hearings
have
been
plagued by diclosures that
associates received government
appointments
after helping the Meese
family financially:

And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
1
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7711
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

r.

Shirley Green, Bush’s
acting press secretary,
said the office had no record of an inquiry made to
the SBA.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY..

kinkoes copies
and more!
of your THESIS. RESUMES,
fine papers
other
or
Eitod
on our 100 Cotton
Available
Binding 8 Gold 9aMPing

said the inquiry was general in nature.

There are more than 40 styles from
which to choose including first quality,
discontinued models and selected
imperfect merchandise
Hurry. limited to stock on hand

-

11

Women’s 60/40 Vest
Tenaya Reg $79.50
%Trail Parka
Merts Reg $75.00
r--.60/40 Down jacket
Mem/Women&
Reg 13500

$39.75
$37.50
$69.50

AND MANY MORE SPECIAL SAVINGS

SIERRA
DESIGNS
Berkeley
2039 Fourth Street

Palo Alto
217 Alma Street

San Jose
840 Town & Country Village
Shopping Center
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Flora ,Bee’s Designs

on the Bandwagon

t7’

Advertise

weddings
certified florist
custom designs

For the Bride &Groom

Gift Baskets
starting at
$17.95

4 0 8 )

in the

Spartan Daily

7 1 - 7 3 0 8

:3

277-3171

affordable gifts,
sure to be enjoyed

Wine Time
292-6294

11111 tielsoit pholoyni 1)4
32 ALMADEN PLAZA
SAN JOSE. CALIF.95118

1192 S. Second Street. San Jose
es

es
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LET US PLAN YOUR VACATION

CLOSED MONDAY

An affordable cruise
A visit to Hawaii or Mexico

fani
9

COLETTE TRAVEL SERVICE
255-0563
1550 Saratoga -Sunnyvale Rd. San Jose
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At Lou’s viloge we
take great pride in
our fine foods,
impeccable
service and

SW by our booth at the
Soda/Bazaar today.
’
Feb .5th at theReclticiro

t

SI

wits Creek Blvd., Sun Jose,. (..1
I Right in beck of KWh: World)
WU’ S
V I 1. L A (i E
14,1441rtim

WM,

noniron to detail

Whether you’re
hosting a complete tOrrnol
sit-down dinner Or a
more informal but
lavish buffet. we can
assure you
meticulous
service and
quality foods
7
We love happy
brides and
making them happy
makes us happy
7 Freshly Remodeled
Banquet Rooms
Accommodating Parties
from 20 to 800

2934570
1465W Son Carlos St
SAN JOSE

AT

EXEC iTIVE CATERING

Our gc3c1 taste
is ser ’ed
wit’ style.
WE SPEC/AL ’E IN

WEDDINGS RE. EPTIONS,
CORPORATE I. 1NCTIONS,
FORMAL DIM ’ERS
& SOCIAL VENTS
Please call us at
and we’ll take care 4 everything.

-4rt
Selectio
Bride
Mothe
MOthe
Brides
Flowe
Ice.a.ieggi
74444944
Cklfi A in

. asa t c
Dais JO

Agondal - Friday
800
(408) 214-5093

LET THEM
EAT CAKE
From wedding cakes to truffle
grand marnier mocha.
Catering all occasions french
pastries
Me:hterranean food

The Two of You and

Tularcito8
We specialize in individually tailored
wedding receptions that let you express yourself. Each celebration is
uniquely designed to delight the
bride & groom and their guests. Celebrate your life together in a country
club setting amid breathtaking views
of the valley. Receptions up to 300
people within 20 minutes of anywhere in the Santa Clara Valley.

1408) 262 8870
1200 Country Club Drive, Milpitas

Capture the Romance. . .
Professional Portraits created with true
artistry & taste. Your wedding album will
become your most cherished possession View
our selection of rich wooden albums, unique
wedding invitations and stunning well portraits.
The Gallery is open daily from 10-5:30. No
appointment is necessary. Come in and browse
Remember, your wedding portraits and albums
are forever . nothing but the but will do

G7he Portrait galletr
438 North Santa Cruz Avenue
Los Gatos, California 95030
354-2513
354-5313
Los Gatos Shopping Center
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100/0 off with this ,R1
254CCalifornia St., Mtn. View, CA 04040
415/948-3345
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WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

THE
ENTERTAINMEN
CONNECTION

superb coverage
reasonable rates

TALENT AGENCY

We’ve got your music.

014..w,;74.smed
Our Home or Setting of Your Choice
Confidential Lioense Furnished

CATERING
Wedding Cakes& Arch Avadable

CONSULTING SERVICE

TAKATSUNO PHOTOGRAPHY
11,1111.1%\

\IF

-

,

\\ JOSE.

(408) 377-2050

I

REV. VICKY LAUISCHER
REV. DAVID LAUBSCHER

FOR APFORITIABff CALL
(408) 5784125
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-Your Complere Rus.nPssS So:;a! Pi:nte!

PRINTING

SINCE 1947

Specialize in Service.’

wedding gowns
presentation gowns
mother of the bride and groom
cocktail dresses
formals
street wear & jewelry
bridesmaids & accessories
pageants & lodge gowns
flower girls gowns
2nd Street
SAN JOSE

SOCIAL

PROGRAMS
CARDS
CIRCULARS
STATIONERY
PUBLICATIONS
MENUS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
’-ALLIGRAPHY
Phototype Comp Edit 5810
1 DAY RUBBER STAMP SERVICE
1873W SAN CARLOS SAN JOSE

[
dba: ’Tile ilcto fciiibcs
theimpaSettin9Ence

293-0911

6 20% off on all
Special Orders
Offers ends 4 30 84

Open Mon & Thurs
9:30AM-9PM
Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat
9:30AM-5:30PM

36 So.

BUSINESS
FORMS

Select Group of
Designer Gowns
Value up
to $1,800 1/2 OFF

The Clothes Barn
has the
perfect look
for your
wedding.

294-4450

>lembers of the
gAdding
Selections for:
Bride
Mother of the Bride
Wither of the Groom
Bridesmaids
Flowergirls
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Before you go down the aisle,
go to The Clothes Barn.

:

It’s important to plan ahead!

to truffle
-- french
can food

Fr-0

Lge.

We take great pride in giving thoughtful and personal
attention to every detail of your most important day
You’ll find no "Wedding Package" or "Bridal Plan" at
our shop. You are far too important to us to make you
fit into a basic plan. You are an individual, and your
wedding flowers should reflect YOU and YOUR ideas.
We work with you to stay within your budget, the end
results being beautiful, memorable, and affordable
wedding flowers. Our designs are created with you in
mind, using your choice of fresh, silk, or a combination
of both types of flowers.
We carry a variety of wedding accessories including
toasting glasses, garters, bride registries and more
Wedding invitations may be ordered through our shop
with 7-10 day service as a general rule.
Wedding favors, ribbons, matches and napkins are
printed in our store for prompt service. We now carry a
fine line of wedding and anniversary china and glass
ware through the 60th year
Call now for your FREE private
and personal wedding consultation

I 114141 1)1 1-

h this ad
FLORIST & co-rs
Village Green Shopping Center
3229 Cabrillo Ave., Santa Clara, 9845305
Hours Tues

Fr,

106 Set 165

You’re going to have a beautiful wedding. The Clothes Barn is
going to help. We take the time to make sure that you get the
wedding dress and veil of your dreams. Sophisticated or casual.
Your bridesmaids will love our selections. Your flower girl can
get her dress here, too. The right sizes. Perfect colors. Special
orders. Let us help make your wedding one everybody will
remember. Including you.
Bridal gowns
Veils
Bridesmaid’s dresses
Flower girl’s dresses

Ring pillows
And dynamite clothes
for your honeymoon

Visit your nearest Clothes Barn:
Sun Valley Mall. Concord
Eastridge Center, San Jose
Southland Mall, Hayward
Tanforan Park, San Bruno
Serramonte Center. Daly City
Vall co Fashion Park, Cupertino
Hilltop Mall, Richmond
Stoneridge Mall, Pleasanton
Newpark Mall, Newark
Solano Mall, Fairfield
San Mateo Fashion Island, San Mateo
Also:
The Clothing Mill. El Paseo De Saratoga. San Jose
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Government allows AT&T to enter computer industry
American Telephone & TeleNEW YORK (API
graph Co., blocked by the government for almost 30 years
from selling its own computers to the public, is entering
the computer marketplace for the first time in its history.
For years AT&T, whose invention of the transistor led
to today’s computer world, watched a company called
IBM rise to dominate a billion-dollar market.
Now, however, AT&T shorn of its local telephone
companies is free to sell computers to anyone who will
buy them. And the company is hungry for a piece of the
industry it helped create.
AT&T plunged into the commercial computer industry Tuesday with the introduction of six machines that
range from a powerful desktop computer priced at 89,950
to a "super" minicomputer costing $340,000.
The computers generally pit AT&T directly against
such established industry leaders as International Business Machines Corp., Digital Equipment Corp.. Data
General Corp. and Prime Computer Inc.
Some industry observers have touted AT&T’s move
, as the "Battle of the Giants" AT&T vs. IBM.
AT&T also unveiled two products that link the computers of AT&T and other manufacturers, including IBM.

FOR

HI a net% ork. The nets ork products are seen as crucial to
AT&T’s strategy of combining its communications expertise with data processing to equip the automated office.
AT&T also said it would make more product announcements later this year, and analysts expect those
products to include personal computers priced under
85,000.
AT&T was finally able to join the computer marketplace because it agreed in January 1982 to divest its 22
Bell System telephone companies. The breakup, aimed at
settling an antitrust suit brought by the Justice Department, took effect at the beginning of this year.
In exchange, the government lifted a 1956 decree
blocking AT&T from selling computers commercially.
Industry watchers agree AT&T will be a long-term
player in computers, if for no other reason than it has extremely deep pockets to absorb the heavy costs of launching such a large-scale assault on the market.
AT&T brings resources to the business that match
those of IBM. The slimmed-down AT&T still has assets of
634.5 billion; IBM’s total $37.2 billion.
In the short term, however, analysts say AT&T has
much to learn as it evolves from a regulated coin MIMIC&

The Pleasure Company

Bachelor.’ Bachelorette Parties
Male Female Exotic Dancers
Pre -Shower Parties
Adult Toys

SOINIETII I Ng

hORR OWEd...

A baidAt qowiy FROM Faocks & FirvEav

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

IS

14081734 5365

TkE SMART bRitlE’S ChOICE.

Evieythiniq FOR
lux pART.
WE RENT

Every sale a
discount sale at
THE PAPER MART

PRINTQUIK

TkE bRidt ANd

LARGE SELECTION ALL SIZES
CURRENT STYLES GREAT PRICES

WEDDING INVITATIONS
as fast as two days

Complete line of supplies for:
Weddinys, Anniversaries,
Showers, Banquets and
Parties.

Dreams come true at Marglacrs Bridal Salon
Exquisite bridal gowns, bridesmaids and prom
drestks. Specializing in presentation gowns,
(uvula rentals. Complimentary gift with
purchase of wedding gown.

WEDDING PROGRAMS
WEDDING DINNER MENUS
PERSONALIZED NAPKINS,
MATCH COVERS, & SCROLLS

Great Selection of:
Wedding Invitations
Table Ensembles
Guest Books, Albums, Favor
Materials, Almonds, Bells, Center
pieces Cake Servers, Pillows,
Garters, Streamers, Colored
Table Settings, Gilt Wrap. Yarn.
Ribbon, Bows, Imprinting on
Napkins. Matches and other
Wedding Items

UNIX was clearly aimed at establishing a market for
AT&T’s computers. since UNIX’s growing adoption
among software programmers and users means there is
burgeoning list of software available for immediate use
units machines.
But while the UNIX market is growing, it is still limited, said Moschella. He added, however, "If you accept
the fact that UNIX will become very widespread, there’s
no real good reason to think AT&T won’t do very well."

Barbara (408)462-4356

ales Reps Wanted
’q)9 Weddell Court

Moreover, for the past 18 months AT&T has marketed
a computer operating system, called UNIX, that some
analysts say is fast becoming an industry standard. An
operating system polices the various functions of a computer, helping them to run together smoothly.

277-3171r...

has the answers
"Lovely lingerie and all manner of wonderful things

Excellent or’ Quahtv & Service
Presented with Elegance

puters.

Watch Profits Grow!
Advertise in the Daily

What’s Your Pleasure.

Wedding Consulting & Coordinating

AT&T is vi stranger to computers. Besides inventing
the transistor in 1947, which helped usher in the computer
age, AT&T for years has built high-performance computers for itself and the Bell System companies.
AT&T also has broad experience in microprocessors.
memory chips and other integrated circuits used in Com-

BRIDE AND GROOM

THE

cS’ar(a4fa:i//2z,

lions monopoly into a marketer in a tree-slieeling indus
try.
"It’s going to take a few years for AT&T to prove that
it actually can compete," said Joan de Regt of International Resource Developing Inc., a research firm in Norwalk, Conn.
AT&T is working hard to train and expand its sales
force, and in the meantime plans to market its computers
firms that add features to
to "value added resellers"
the machines and then resell them to the actual users.
But the market for such resellers "is fairly limited"
given the overall computer marketplace, "and AT&T
isn’t going to be making a big splash until they start selling to lots of large users," said David Moschella, an analyst with another research house, International Data
Corp. in Framingham, Mass.
Still, the enormous resources of AT&T mean its competitors have no choice but to take notice.
"It is a major watershed event," said Stephen McClellan, who follows computers for the investment firm
Salomon Brothers Inc. "Whatever inroads they manage
to make are going to be on a broader scale than we would
have thought"

(408) 255-4611

Frocks & finery
1202 THE ALAMEDA, S.J. P1-I. 294-0755

Easy parking in
WEST VALLEY
SHOPPING CENTER
5237 PROSPECT RD
SAN JOSE

1060 Willow Sr.
SAN .1103(
(408) 286-7085

1 1 8 Sourli Blvd.
SAN MATFO
(4 1 5) 5 74-1 8 5 9

OPEN Um Ism. Wed 9315 30
Pan N000119.30 5365

OUR PARTY SHOP
Paper Cups Plates Napkins
Styrofoam Cops Place Mats
Plastic Wine and Champagne Glasses
and much more

STUDENT SPECIAL
YOU KEEP THE NEGATIVES

153 E. Fremont Ave.
Corner of Sunnyvale Saratoga Road
Across Iron, Fremont High

SUNNYVALE
735-1298

Great prices.
Full or partial coverage.
Large negatives.
Call now to see samples.

Fr, 930-5.30. Sat. 9 30-500 (closed Sunday)

ii

JOHN PAULSON
PHOTOGRAPHY
BRIDAL PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARTIN
Nationally Acclaimed

1592 JACOB AVE.
SAN JOSE, CA 95118
(408) 448-2388

Nuptial Niceties

All tho se beautiful little extras . .
t.AVANUA,

wedding invitations, favors. Jordan almonds
ribbon, tulle, wedding albums, guest books.
wedding and shower party goods and
decorations, imprinting of napkins.
matches, and favor ribbons

CC4.A.A.AS
J’s PARTY HOUSE
1308 Lincoln Ave.
1408) 292-8310
106 off wedding invitation order with this ad

J’s HALLMARK SHOE’
1665W. San Carlos Ave
(408) 279-0131
offer expires 4/30/ el

2347 SUNRISE DRIVE

Claussen’s
Bridal Warehouse
10675 So, De Anza Blvd.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 257-8215
ift.
and

(4081371 0375

Nothing
Radiates Love
Like
a Diamond

Gingiss Formal Wear
Vallco Fashion Park
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 255-1590
We Specialize in Service
and Quality
We Offer A
Large Selection of
Wedding Gowns and
Tuxedos
PACKAGE DISCOUNTS

STARTING AT 8250.00
No wonder a diamond is the traditional
symbol of love. With its many facets, a
diamond seems to radiate the very essence
of love. Ever changing. Always enduring. We
have a breathtakingly beautiful collection of
diamond rings by Forever Yours. Diamond
rings that radiate love.
_rieeyee
"kyrwiers
Quality with Friendiy Service"

Country Club Villa
14081 251 7800

3465 McKee R,icl
San JOSO Ca 9/i,,’
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Airport planner finds joy
light
blurs
Ultraviolet
in tackling responsibilities
film

By Eric Gill
Special to the Daily
As Steve Grossman began describing his job as San
Jose’s first airport planner, a co-worker stepped around
the partition that divides their offices and said she needed
more space on her side. Grossman smiled and with a cordial voice said he could afford to give up two feet.
Although on a rather simplistic level, the scene is a
good example of what Grossman does for a living he divides space with efficiency and tactfulness.
Grossman uses the same tactful approach when dealing with people.
He speaks about his past with enthusiasm, noting that
he has always been fascinated by airports.
"My folks would take me out to the airport where my
Uncle worked," he said, adding that his first real exposure
to airports occurred while attending Oswega State College in New York and working one summer as an electriClan at John F. Kennedy Airport.
After receiving his master’s degree in urban planning
from Michigan State University, Grossman, 30, worked
Five years for an aviation consulting and design firm in
Kansas City, Mo. When he saw an advertisement in a
trade journal for a job at San Jose Municipal Airport, he
applied and was offered the position. But he said he
turned it down because it dealt primarily with noise
abatement, something he was already doing at Burns &
McDonnell, the firm he worked for in Missouri.

:We do not want to serve the
function that those (San
Francisco and Los Angeles)
airports serve. We are a
downtown airport and we have a
particular role to fill.
Steve Grossman
"I was looking for a job at an airport about this size
that was going through a development program," he said.
"San Jose fit the bill very nicely."
He was hired in February 1983 to help oversee design
and development for the proposed expansion of the airport, which is part of the city’s "Horizon 2000" project.
These plans have been publicized with the typical enthusiasm of of an expanding, large American city a city
desperately trying to establish an identity.
Last month the San Jose City Council voted unanimously to provide $100 million for the expansion of the airport. And, in a move that was ridiculed by the press, the
council voted to change the name of the airport from municipal to international.
Grossman, who prepared the development report
submitted to the council, defended the name change.
"Technically speaking," he said, " San Jose is already designated as an international airport by the U.S.
Customs Service." Grossman said San Jose does receive
some international traffic and he believes this is sufficient reason for changing the name.
The airport, which now takes in roughly 3.5 million
passengers a year, is expected to accommodate 10 million
people by the year 2000. Its master plan includes five terminals, a three-level parking garage, an extended baggage claim area, and separate exit and entrance roads for
automobile traffic.
In response to critics’ charges that the San Jose’s
freeways will not be able to handle the increased traffic.

Bottle bill fails
to win approval

A
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SACRAMENTO (AP) An attempt to revive
the bottle bill, the anti-litter measure rejected by
California voters in 1982, failed Tuesday when two
Former backers turned against the proposal.
The state Senate’s Natural Resources and Wildlife Committee voted 3-1 for the bill, which would
bar most no-deposit beer and soft-drink containers.
But at least 5 votes, a majority of the 9-member
panel, were needed for approval.
The author, Sen. Dan McCorquodale, D-San
Jose, said he would ask the committee to reconsider
the vote at its next hearing, but there appeared to
be little chance panel ’members Would change their
minds.
Two former supporters of the bottle bill concept, Sens. John Garamendi, D-Walnut Grove. and
Robert Presley, D-Riverside, refused to vote for
McCorquodale’s version, SB 1470. Garamendi
abstained and Presley voted no.
Both lawmakers cited voters’ rejection of Proposition II, a 1982 initiative similar to SB 1470, as the
reason. The initiative failed, by a 56-44 percent,
after opponents outspent supporters about 6-1.
"When my district votes clearly on a bill. I take
lull recognition of that," Garamendi said. He said
he wasn’t concerned about losing labor support for
his re-election campaign this year if he voted for SB
1470.
Presley, the committee’s chairman, said, "I
don’t think we should, right after the people reject
something, begin discussing it again."
Like Proposition IL McCorquodale’s bill is intended to encourage recycling, reduce litter and
save natural resources by requiring a 5-cent deposit
on most beer and soft-drink containers sold in California. The bill would require retailers to refund the
deposit when a can or bottle was returned to the
,tore.

Grossman said the master plan, designed by 11TH Inc. of
Oklahoma City, provides for a smooth transition of automobile traffic from the airport to the freeways. Once the
cars leave the airport area it’s up to the city and the
county to accommodate the increase in freeway traffic,
he said.
"We’re just a cog in the transportation system of the
county," he said. "We have planned for the auto traffic
that will be generated as a result of the expansion, and we
feel very confident that we can handle the traffic that will
result."
Grossman’s job involves drawing up long-range development plans, reviewing land use plans for areas surrounding the airport, and coordinating day-to-day operations with airlines. As a member of the airport terminal
department, his current top priority is meeting the spring
deadline for phase 1 of the terminal expansion project.
Because of his experience in aircraft noise abatement, one of Grossman’s major functions is making sure
airlines adhere to federal aviation standards. One of the
most sensitive issues he is involved with is the recent curfew restriction placed on all commercial flights between
11:30p.m. and 7 a.m.
Paul Leonard, regional vice-president of the Air
Transport Association, which represents all nine of the
airlines at San Jose International Airport, has stated that
the restiction will "cost us the spirit of cooperation and inhibits airline’s scheduling."
Grossman laughed at Leonard’s objection to the curfew and said the restrictions really have not hampered
the airlines.
"The curfew is really what they object to," he said.
Approximately 38 percent of all present flights meet
federal noise restriction standards, and Grossman said
that by 1988 those that do not will not be allowed to use the
airport.
Although the expansion project does not include
building new runways, or even extending existing ones,
Grossman said he does not foresee any complications concerning conjested airline traffic.
"We have three runways and we are not using them
anywhere near capacity," he said, adding that with
larger planes the future influx of an estimated 7 million
passengers will be no problem.
With the continued growth of Silicon Valley. the estimate of twice as many passengers arriving at the airport
by 1990 does not seem unrealistic. But will the airport be
able to meet its deadline and accommodate those passengers?
Grossman is confident it will.
"Our development program calls for the third building (terminal) to be operating by 1990," he said, adding
that the planning staff in no way wants the airport to become like San Francisco, which he calls a hub for airlines.
"We do not want to serve the function that those (San
Francisco and Los Angeles) airports serve. We are a
downtown airport and we have a particular role to fill.
That role is really to serve the downtown businessmen
from Santa Clara County."
With his input in the $100 million expansion Project
and control over a budget ranging from $50,000 to $200,000,
Grossman said his job can get mind boggling at times and
is certainly a challenge.
"The development program is the most exciting thing
we have going right now," he said with the enthusiasm of
a man whose career seems to be going exactly according
to plan.
His secretary, Delia Martinez. was hesitant to call
Grossman ambitious. But she said, "He’s very professional. But at the same time he’s a very funny person."

Spacelab shuttle

BERKELEY ( AP) Two newly discovered bands
of ultraviolet light caused most of the fogging that
blurred film in telescopic observations during last November’s Spacelab 1 shuttle mission, a University of
California astronomer reported yesterday.
However, Prof. Stuart Bowyer said he expects the
problem to be resolved by 1985 when NASA will repeat
the $1 million telescope experiment on another Spacelab mission.
Bowyer said the two UV bands are about 200 miles
above the earth’s magnetic equator and are most intense two hours before dawn and two hours after sunset. The shuttle was in a post -sunset region during
most of its 10-day flight.
The telescopic observations used a decade-old
French-built telescope to record far-ultraviolet light in
hopes of identifying extremely hot objects such as exploding galaxies and newborn stars.
The newly discovered bands of ultraviolet light
flooded the telescope with UV light, fogging the film
much the way sunlight would expose film on Earth if a
photographer opened the back of a camera.
NASA originally planned an orbit that would have
kept the instruments out of the critical region, hut the

orbit was changed because of a two-month delay in the
shuttle mission. NASA believed it would have jeopardized other Spacelab work by ordering a further delay
Bowyer said a secondary problem may have resulted from "shuttle glow," light believed to be
emitted when the payload hits Earth’s atmosphere
Higher altitudes might help avoid that problem, Bowyer said.
The telescope was designed by the French Space
Astronomy Laboratory and has been used previously
on sub-orbital flights. It was modified for the Spacelab
by UC-Berkeley’s Space Sciences Laboratory.
Bowyer said a better orbit and improvements on
the telescope’s detection system will make the instrument far less vulnerable to UV fogging during the 1985
experiment.
The modified scope will record observations electronically, instead of on film, by counting individual
photons, he said.
Bowyer reported his findings at a Spacelab 1 science symposium at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight
Center in Huntsville, Ala. He credited graduate physics student Jay Bixler for analytical work in identifying likely sources of the problems.

Mailboxes bulge during March
with legislative newsletters
SACRAMENTO (AP)
It
comes sandwiched between the bills
and the junk mail. On the cover are
the smiling face of your state legislator and a letter that begins with
"Dear Friends."
Your legislative newsletter has
arrived.
Thousands
of
newsletters
plunked into mail boxes all over California in March as lawmakers
rushed to meet a March 9 deadline.
That was the last time legislators
seeking another term this year
could send out the mailers before
the November election.
Newsletters, which cost the
state about $3.2 million last year,
are one of the perquisites that come
with being a legislator. A critic says
the newsletters sometimes amount
to "puff pieces" and "political advertisements paid for by taxes."
"Some of them are notorious:
some of them are terrible," said
state Sen. Ken Maddy, R-Fresno.
But Assemblyman Art Agnos,
D-San Francisco, says newsletters
can have a "legitimate value" as a
communication device for legislators and their constituents, al-

though he concedes they can be used
to promote incumbents.
Senators can send out two newsletters a year. Assembly members
can put out four in a two-year period. Neither house allows its members to send out mass mailings after
they file candidacy papers for a new
term. The last day to file this year
was March 9
Although each legislator decides what goes in his or her newsletter, they tend to be strikingly similar in design. There’s usually a
picture of the legislator on the front
with a "Dear Friends" letter that
discusses legislative issues or the
lawmaker’s pet peeve or project.
Inside are more pictures: legislators with Gov. George Deukmejian, legislators with Attorney General John Van de Kamp, legislators
with police officers, and, in one
case, with Santa Claus.
Some newsletters are low-keyed
reports that pay relatively little attention to the author and discuss
such things as major legislation.
Other newsletters are more
flamboyant. Sen. Alan Robbins’ December 1983 newsletter featured a

large, eye-jarring, red-and-white
headline that stretched across three
pages and read: "Robbins Works To
Cut Insurance Cost For Valley Residents." There were five smaller
headlines, all mentioning Robbins’
name.
Sometimes newsletters don’t
tell the whole story. Sen. H.L. Richardson’s February 1984 newsletter
has a cover picture of a slim looking, youthful Richardson. It is at
least nine years old. Richardson, R Glendora, is now graying and
portly.
Another example: In a recent
newsletter,
Assemblyman Dan
Hauser, D-Arcata. quoted a California Journal article as saying that he
has a "good stock of common sense
and courage...He knows the issues
and does his homework."
But Hauser, whose timber-rich,
North Coast district includes many
people who frown on environmental
bills, left out part of the quote, a remark by a colleague who said
Hauser has "taken risks (on environmental issues (that his predecessor (Congressman Doug Bosco)
would never have taken."

Good samaritan going broke for children’s sake
BUENA PARK, Calif. (AP) A local businessman
says he has spent $70,000 of his own money to distribute
4.5 million plastic identification tags to school children.
George Wager said the tags, called Life Saver Emergency Alert Cards, enable doctors to treat children in
case the parents cannot be notified. They are being distributed to 350 police departments in seven states.
"It’s breaking me," he said Monday. "I refinanced
my house to do the last batch."
The 1 -by-112 -inch tags, which look like a rectangular
Life Saver, come with a hole in the middle so they can be
attached to a shoelace, Wager said in a telephone interview from his firm, Finn Products, a manufacturer of
children’s toys and furniture.
The cards provide space for the home and office telephone numbers of both parents and the family physician’s
number, as well as any allergies or medication for the
child. The tag also serves as a parental waiver permitting
doctors to undertake treatment if the child is in a lifethreatening situation.
The tags have been distributed to school children in
New Jersey, Oregon, Washington, California, Mississippi,

New York and Massachusetts. Wager said.
In New Jersey. the Highland Park police department
has distributed 1,800 of the tags to students at the borough’s three public and one parochial school. "If something did happen to one of the kids in the town, we can get
immediate treatment without the delay of notifying parents," said police Lt. Frank Riff.
"It’s catching on like wildfire," said Highland Park
Detective Steve Horvath.
Yet Wager says he has not been able to prompt major
corporations to donate funds to manufacture the tags.
The idea came to him two years ago after a neighborhood boy in this Orange County community was hit by a

,

car. It took about five hours for officials to contact the
parents of the child, who was not carrying any identification.
The boy died and Wager, the father of four small children, said he wondered whether the child could have been
saved if there had been less of a delay in notifying the parents.
In January. after distributing the tags to members of
the Little League team he manages, Wager said one of his
young players was knocked unconscious when he fell off
his bike.
"The paramedics found the card on his shoelace and
his mother was at the hospital when he woke up," Wager
said.
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Kendall Hess, above, Brad Jackson and Keith
Martinez, above right, and Gary Bishop,

By Melissa Calvo
When Brad Jackson, math and computer
science associate professor, isn’t juggling numbers, he is juggling balls, clubs, machetes,
Clamming torches and anything else he can get
his hands on.
Jackson has been a juggler for five years,
and has taught at SJSU for one year. He started
the Spartan Juggling Club about three weeks
ago, and membership ranges from professional
jugglers to beginners.
"It (juggling) is a fun activity. It’s sort of
related to dancing," he said. "It’s relaxing, so
that you forget whatever you were thinking
about and forget your problems."
He learned how to juggle from another
math professor when he was teaching at Pennsylvania State University, and started a juggling club there. Jackson said. Since then he
has taught math, as well as juggling, at UCSanta Cruz before coming to SJSU.
"We had a juggling night on Thursdays and
quite a few people got interested." Jackson
said.
In fact, there were so many people interested in juggling, that Jackson started a performing group to entertain at various schools
and libraries.
There are about 15 jugglers in the SJSU
club. The number of curious students passing
by its weekly Monday night meeting in front of
the Student Union suggests there could be more
interested people.
"Half of them (members) didn’t know it at
all and are just learning, but some already
knew how to juggle balls," Jackson said.
When asked if he had ever done performances in clubs or on streets, he said, "I like to
show off once in awhile, but it’s more fun for me
to teach others."
The club’s president, Keith Martinez,

right, flaunt their talents as members of the
Spartan Juggling Club.

president

Group members said the easiest things to
juggle are palm -sized balls or Klutz blocks,
which are square bean-bags. Klutz blocks can
be purchased at the Spartan Bookstore.
Jackson said he collected his juggling
equipment over the years from other jugglers,
because there aren’t very many manufacturers
who make the equipment.
"It’s hard to get juggling equipment so
other jugglers usually get into making it," he
said.
There are different types of juggling tricks.
One of them is the shower juggle, in which
things are juggled in a circular motion. Passing
is another trick jugglers do, usually in formations with two or three people.
Passing is done by each person juggling
once and passing one item to another person,
then catching another. The formations he designs, Jackson said, are usually mathematically-oriented, like a V-shape, line or triangle.
"It’s a challenge to learn how to recover,"
Martinez said.

major said.
"It feeds my ego," he said, of knowing that
he can do something better than others.
Juggling demands concentration, Martinez
said.
"You can’t notice the intricacies for each
manuever unless you’re a juggler," he said.
Gary Bishop, who is not an SJSU student,
meets with the club to learn new tricks. Bishop,
a machinist, has juggled for seven years, and
said he has done street performances.
He said he first got interested in, and
learned juggling, while watching the Ed Sullivan show in the 1960’s.
"That’s where everyone saw jugglers," he
said.

Recovering is being able to keep passing
even if you drop an item, and picking it up without stopping.
"The idea is never to stop, even when you
drop," Martinez said.
Phronsa Buck, health science major, said
she learned about the group through a math
course that she took.
Dan Goldston, assistant math professor, is
another member just learning how to juggle.
He said that he is learning to juggle balls.
To explain how many jugglers feel about
this activity, Martinez described a picture calendar hanging in Jackson’s office. It pictures
two jugglers lying on the ground with their
clubs still in the air, and bears the slogan, "We
juggle till we drop."

photos by Craig Sailor
learned juggling from Jackson while attending
Penn State, and coincidentally met him at
SJSU. Martinez said he recognized Jackson
when he saw him practicing his juggling.
He said that since leaving Penn State, he
hadn’t juggled for three years until he attended
SJSU last fall and met Jackson again.
"I think juggling is a challenge and a fun
way to meet other people," the junior physics

’I think juggling is a
challenge and a fun way to
meet other people. . . it
feeds my ego.’
Keith Martinez
Spartan Juggling Club

Tyrant husbands still exist in Japan’s male-dominated society
By Patty Kamysz
The Japanese may
have a jump on Americans
in manufactured goods.
but they are lagging behind
in equal rights.
"Japan is a male-dominated society," Takie Suguyama Lebra said to a
small group of students
Monday in a lecture entitled, "The Tyrant Husband
in the Petticoat Government
Japanese Marriage."
Lebra is an anthropology professor at the University of Hawaii and has
studied aspects of Japanese behavior for more
than 10 years. writing such
books as "Patterns of Japanese Behavior" along the
way.
Lebra said that a wide
economic and social gender gap still exists in Japan
today. Only males are employed in prestigous positions. and outside the work
place in the public’s eye
they assume kingpin position.
To ascertain whether
the household environment
was similar to that of the
public sector, Lebra went
from house to house, interviewing Japanese wives,
aged 20 to 80.
The results of her survey, published in her new
book "Japanese Women
Constraint
and
Fulfillment," were incompatible
with public perception. She
found dominance and tyranny, but to her surprise it
wasn’t necessarily all on
the husband’s part.

Lebra wasn’t at first
aware she was onto somemost
because
thing,
women repeated the "My
husband is a tyrant" complaint. After digging further, she realized the Japanese culture codes its
differently
experiences
than American culture.
The word tyrant can mean
three different things to
Japanese wives, Lebra
said.
The first meaning is
the literal one. Lebra found
the wives under this type of
tyranny to be severely inhibited in the presence of
They
their
husbands.
would join in the conversation with Lebra and then
take over for their wives.
wives
comSome
plained of verbal and physical abuse, a code comin
recognized
monly
cultures as the most brutal
form of tyranny. Swearing
and degrading falls under
the category of verbal
abuse, but "there is no
’goddammit’ in Japan,"
she said. Instead, husbands call their wives
fools.
"Being called a fool is
the worst thing that can
happen to you," Lebra explained.
Physical abuse doesn’t
include rape, as it somtetimes does in America, but
Lebra believes it may be
because the culture doesn’t
have that type of code.
"There may actually
be a rape going on but they
don’t call it one," she said.
Husbands can effecti-
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vely abuse their wives by
just being promiscuous.
Most wives said their husbands’ infidelity was the
worst experience. But the
men "just play around
with women," Lebra said.
"The marriage is kept intact. So the divorce rate is
lower among the Japanese."
The second type of
tryanny Lebra calls the
"on-stage patriarchy, offstage matriarchy." Lebra
describes it as an implicit
pact of mutual role-playing
between husband and wife.
In the presence of others,
the male "doesn’t want to
look henpecked." she said.
"To the Japanese, it’s very
important how they look to
outside people."
So husbands will demand, dominate and debase their wives when their
children, guests or anyone
else is around. The wife
and
collaborate
must
"show her respectfulness
toward her husband," she
said.
But "off-stage," the
behavior patterns change
and the woman can, and
does, takeover.
"When alone it is the
wife who controls the
whole household," she
said.
last
tryanny,
The
Lebra found to be the most

the household. Besides
daily chores, the wife has
the powerful position of financial management an
area often including real
estate investments.
The husband depends
on her not only for home
management but also for
"around the body care,"
Lebra said. He relies on
her to dress him making
sure that even the shoehorn is in the shoe undress him and pack his

common the husbands
are totally dependent on
their wives. There is a subtle switch of codes here between the American and
Japanese meaning of dependence.
"Americans call it
weakness, the Japanese
call it dominance," she
said.
In this environment,
the husband works and
earns the money, and the
wife takes total control of

suitcase for trips.
Lebra stresses that
though this relationship is
one of mutual dependency
and manipulation, it is not
equality. The woman gains
her powerful role as a part
of home management

And it may be that she
will gain public power because the government is
attempting to introduce affirmative action.
"But without sanctions, there is no affirmative action," Lebra said.

Chosen
as
distinguished lecturer for 1984 by
the Northeast Asia Council
of the Association for Asian
studies, Lebra will continue her lecture on Japanese marriage as she tours
the West Coast
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Spartans whip Broncos, face PCAA foes
.,irtan Daily/Thursday, March 29, 1984

SJSU hosts Fullerton Irvine in league matches
By Paul Lloret
SJSU’s tennis season
may be half over, but in
reality it’s just beginning.
The men netters will
be hosting two strong

bars on February 28 in its
only PCAA match to date.
One item of concern
for the Spartans is the status of No. 4 Scott Brown.
Last Friday in a match

Tennis

410

a ve Kuhn serves on his way to a
ree set win over the Broncos’
listinKW by
Asian
conlapatours

PCAA opponents over the
against Canada College,
next three days.
Brown lost his temper,
stormed off the court and
SJSU will get its second taste of conference
shouted
profanities
at
play today when they host
coach
John
Hubbell.
Fullerton State in a 2 p.m.
According
to Hubbell,
contest at the Spartan tenBrown, by mutual agreenis courts.
ment, is "going to take a
few days off to get his head
The Spartans host the
Air Force Academy on Fritogether."
day afternoon, and then
Hubbell explained that
face one of the PCAA’s best
Brown just lost his poise in
1 ’ 11 1 *
when defending champ
the match against Cana1 5 1 5 1,4
CC-Irvine visits for a 1
4 I 4
da’s Scott Selig. "The
I. 1 13 1 t t
p.m. match on Saturday.
match got close toward the
A’’ 1 III
The Spartans geared
end and he got upset. Tenjr ’ ‘ I A I
nis is a tough sport because
up for their busy schedule
", 1 1 3 b ist,b’S
with a 6-3 trouncing of
there’s not anybody else to
0V’ I’ 1111.,
Santa
pick up the slack. You have
Clara on Tuesday af1 I ’It
4
S
to keep your poise, stay in
ternoon at the SJSU courts.
there, and concentrate."
No. 1 John Saviuno led
the Spartans to their
Hubbell said that when
playing tennis you "can’t
fourth-straight
victory.
get down on yourself. At
The senior was one of five
this level of tennis you
Spartans who won in sinhave to be able to handle
gles competition. Saviano
the pressure, but it’s a
rolled to a straight -set trilearning experience." He
umph over SCU’s Pat Manalso
thinks that Brown will
gan, 6-2, 6-1. Joining him in
victories on the day were
be back.
Going into the matches
No. 2 Dave Kuhn. No. 3
against Fullerton and IrPaul Van Eynde, No. 4 Bob
vine, some of the Spartan
Hepner, and No. 6 Casey
netters feel that Brown’s
Swan.
absence may hinder the
One of the more exciting matches of the day was
team. But they still feel
confident
Kuhn’s victory over the
about
their
Broncos’ Jeff Christianson.
chances against the Titans
and the Anteaters.
The Spartan junior, who is
"Anytime you lose the
still nursing a pulled stomthird or fourth guy, it hurts
ach muscle, battled back
the team," Saviano said.
from a 4-2 deficit in the
"It’ll hurt the team a little,
final set to capture a comebut I think we’ll do well
from-behind, 1-6, 6-1, 7-5
(against Fullerton and Irdecision.
vine)." He added, "I think
Kuhn took advantage
he’ll
( Brown) probably
of some key errors by
come back." Saviano exChristianson to post the
plained that Brown "just
Spartans’ fifth and winning
had a bad day; he had been
point of the match. Chrisins bad frame of mind."
tianson seemingly had control of the match with a 4-2
"I think the only thing
lead in the final set, but
that may hurt us is when
we play Irvine on Saturafter Kuhn narrowed the
day," Van Eynde said
gap to 5-4, Christianson lost
about
Brown’s abscence.
control of the match to the
However Van Eynde also
surging Spartan. Kuhn
Thomas Hardy
remains optimistic about
took the momentum and
Jeff Christianson. Kuhn trailed 4the Spartans chances.
and the match to post his
2 in the third set before rallying.
Hubbell thinks Ful11th singles triumph of the
lerton will be able to give
year.
the Spartans a clue to how
With the match alstrong they really are.
ready
decided,
SCU
"They’re almost the same
bounced back to capture
team that we played
two of three doubles
against
last year; we
matches.
played well against them
The only Spartan doulast season although they
bles team that won on the
roll, the team is trying not to think about day was the No. 2 squad of
are much improved. This
it. "We just have to play every match as it Van Eynde and Alex
will be a good sign to see
comes," said Lynda Rose who is on a Winslow. The Spartan duo
where we are."
streak of her own. Her doubles and singles was a 6-3, 6-2 victor over
wins Tuesday were her seventh and eight SCU’s Mangan-Pat O’ConThe Titans were 13-16
straight victories.
nor. SJSU’s No. 1 team of
overall and 0-2 in conferThe win also put the Spartans at 2-1 in Kuhn-Hepner dropped a 6ence play going into a
NorPac, their loss coming at the hands of 7, 6-3, 6-4 decision to the
match against Fresno
perennial conference power Cal.
Broncos’ Jim Miller-ChrisState
on
Wednesday.
Following the loss to Cal. SJSU’s re- tianson.
Coach Ed Burt’s squad is
cord had dipped to 2-3, but since then the
The Spartans, now 8-7
led by No. 1 Julian Lowan,
Spartans have sandwiched wins over UC- overall, are 0-1 in conferwho has compiled a record
Davis, Menlo College, and conference foes ence play going into toof 7-17 in singles play.
Fresno State and Oregon around a loss to day’s match with FulDonny Young is the second
the nation’s 12th-ranked team, United lerton. SJSU lost a 5-4
seed on the team. His indiStates International University.
decision to CC-Santa Barvidual record is 16-11.
Of SJSU’s four defeats this year, three
have come against top twenty teams
Cal, USIU, and Stanford with their lone
loss to an unranked team coming gainst
San Diego University.
With just one more win SJSU will
University of California, Berkeley
equal their total output of last year’s entire season. Why the difference?
The reason is apparently two-fold
"We’ve got good depth and and a good
coach," explains L. Rose.
Beritzhoff echoed the notion, pointing
10, 1984
to the additions of J. Rose, Espinosa, L.
June 18 August
Rose, and Morrell to this years squad as
Workshops
evidence.
Lanpage
17
In her first year as coach Beritzhoff
August
11
Jtans
said she is happy with where team is right
now, and that she feels their chances of
th e Sunnner
making NorPac playoffs are good so long
free copy of
inforTo obtain a
containing
as "We continue to play each match as it
Bulletin,
or write:
Session
application, call
comes and and play as well as we have
an
and
mation
been."
While the Spartans hold a take-eachSumner Session
Hall
game-as-it-comes philosophy, Beritzhoff
Telephone:
22 Wheeler
ackowledged that the Spartan’s winning
UC Berkeley
94720
ways are, at least in part, feeding on their
CA
Berkeley,
win streak.
"With each added win, everyone is
Name
taking more chances and playing alot
looser," Beritzhoff said.
Address
"I just hope it continues," she concluded.
Notes Spartan Julie Rose suffered a
minor hamstring injury Tuesday and will
miss at least one match. Whether she’ll be
able to make Thursday’s NorPac match
School
against the University of San Francisco is
unsure.
"I don’t know, I’ll just have to see how
it’s feeling," she said.
Yesterday the Spartans played
against the 14-3 University of Hawaii. Results of the match will be in tomorrows
Daily. Today’s contest versus U.S.F. will
begin at 2:30 on SJSU’s South Campus
courts.

JSU defeats Fresno State
n thrilling NorPac match
y Frank Lopez
, It went right down to the wire, but
SU just did squeak by for their fourth
in in the their last five matches. Tuesay’s victim was Fresno State, but they
idn’t go down easily.
In singles action, SJSU’s Rochelle
lorrison, at No. 1, fought past Sharon
mith, 7-5, 7-6 (7-2), and Lynda Rose, No.
came on strong to finish off Dana Vinin, 7-6, 6-1. The Bulldogs, however,

Tennis
wept singles matches two through four,
is Carol Boline,Terri Burton and Connie
biljian dumped Marilyn Morrell, Julie
lose and Aileen Nishi, respectively.
The last singles’ match to finish was
)tween the Spartan’s Anh-Doa Espinosa
nd Fresno’s Renee Tatham. Espinosa
ad won the opening set 6-3, but lost the
econd set by the same score.
Espinosa had been ill and didn’t have
cr usual stamina. "I got real tired in the
he second set," she said.
On advice from SJSU coach Lisa Beitzhoff., Espinosa tried to make the points
n the final set shorter by forcing the acion, figuring the quicker points would
nake it easier for her to get through the
et.
It worked.
"I hit short balls, drew her in, and
hen just blasted the balls past her," Espisa said.
Winning the last singles put SJSU in
he position of not having to win all three
ubles matches to salvage the contest.
With the score three all the outcome of
he match lay squarely on the results of
he doubles matches. At No. 2 doubles
SC’s Morrell and JoAnne McIntyre
opped a 4-6, 3-6, decision to to Button
nd Berquist, while L. Rose and Neshi
pped Fresno’s Tatham and Chiljian, 6-1,
-4 in No. 3 doubles to keep the outcome of
e contest a mystery right down to the
st match of day.
In the decisive match, J. Rose made
p for her singles loss by teaming with
orrison in No. 1 doubles to blow past
mith and Boline 6-4, 6-2, with the entire
am looking on for the last several points.
he win lifted SJSU to its fifth win of the
ear ( matches against junior colleges are
ot figured into their record).
"It was thrilling," said Rose of the
only their
partan victory over Fresno
cond in the last seven meetings with
ulldogs.
Although the Spartans are on a bit of a

The
third-and-fourth
seeded players are Mike
Moore and Craig Mc Smythe. Moore is 8-18 on
the year while McSmythe
is 18-11. Doubles are led by
Lowan-Young, who have
compiled an 11-5 record
this season.
According to Hubbell,
many of the PCAA’s
coaches feel that Long
Beach State is the team to

beat this season. However,
Fresno State fields three
European players and are
"the best they’ve ever
been," Hubbell said.
Yet, Irvine is still the
defending champ. Coach
Greg Patton’s squad is 14-9
and was ranked 13th in the
NCAA’s pre-season tennis
polls. Although they have
dropped out of the top 20,
the Anteaters feature the

collegiate
ioth-ranked
alayer in the nation in
Bruce Man Son Bing.
Man Son Hing is the
Anteaters’ No. 2 seed behind No. 1 Stephen Aniston.
Although Aniston is not
ranked, he recently defeated the third- and fifthranked players in the nation in Minnesota’s Fredrick Pahlett and Arkansas’ Kelly Evernden.

Thomas Hardy
SJSU’s John Saviano breezed to a 6-2. 6-1 win in No.1 singles.
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UCLA brings a halt to Spartan win streak
Thursday, March 29, 1984/Spartan

By Joe Roderick
The Spartans had gone about their business for two weeks in relative obscurity, ripping off 11 straight wins.
But then the word got around the Spartans
might be for real. An imaginary headline

Daily

when the Bruins knocked around Steve Vasquez in the second.
"We thought after Steve pitched well
against SF State (last Tuesday), he’d have a
lot of confidence," Roseboom said. "But he
didn’t look like he was confident out there. He
was pressing.
"You can’t give a team like UCLA seven
runs and expect to come back.
seemed to hang over the city : "See Spartans go
The Bruins, who entered in the midst of a
for record-tying 12th straight win against
four-game losing streak, seemed destined to
break out of their slump in a hurry. UCLA, just
UCLA Tuesday."
So the people came out, all 2.50 of them.
17-16 overall and 2-7 in Pac-10 Southern DiviEven the television cameras were there. But
sion action, was the team with nothing to lose.
once the red light of the camera clicked on, the
The Spartans, meanwhile, were under the
Spartans froze up. Stage fright, you might call
intense heat of the cameras. Everybody
it.
especially
wanted a piece of them now
UCLA.
The Bruins had just
dropped three straight to
Stanford in Palo Alto. In
the third game of that series, dangerous Shane
Mack lined a ball that appeared fair by a foot. But
the umpire called it foul.
Clay
On the next pitch, Mack
Scott Rettig heads for first in the Spartans loss to UCLA.
popped up, ending the
game.
"We were unlucky at Stanford," UCLA coach Gary
UCLA runs and it’s 8-6.
Adams said. "We hit balls today that would have been
In that sixth inning, the Spartans had a chance b,
caught against Stanford. They just fell in this game."
get more than two runs. Pinch-hitter Dan Bajtos, mire4 iii
Mack was one of those players who hit the ball solidly
a 2-for-29 slump this year, missed a home run by two feet,
against Stanford, but failed to cause much damage. Dericocheting a run-scoring double off the wall in center.
runs,
35
average,
13
home
"I finally got a hold of one," Bajtos said. "I finally got
spite this he still had a .411
something. .. I haven’t been patient. I’ve been swinging
RBIs and an astronomical .897 slugging percentage. A
few fans at Municipal had come solely to witness the
at a lot of first pitches. I was taking the bat out of
hands."
"Mack Attack."
In the second, Mack lined a ball down the third base
Tom Krause, another Spartan displeased with his hitline, scoring two runs to up the Bruins lead to 5-0.
ting this year, lined a run-scoring single up the middle
"That was exactly the same place he hit the ball in
Krause, hitting .278 this year compared to .318 last sea
Stanford," Adams said, "only this time, they made the
son, picked up three hits Tuesday.
right call. He didn’t get robbed this time."
"I changed my stance a little," Krause said. "I talked
He might not have been robbed, but the Spartans
to coach (Gene) Menges this week and he told me to
were still getting rocked. A bit later, Danny Martinez
what I did last year just keep the ball on the ground I
came in out of the bullpen, gave up a two-run single, but
was hitting the ball in the air. That’s not going to do me
finally got out of the inning.
any good."
"Danny did a good job," Roseboom said. "He was
The Spartans were still alive in the sixth. SJSU had
brought in a tight spot and he did the job."
Krause at second, Scott Rettig at first and its most lethal
Martinez went the rest of the way, turning in perhaps
hitter Ken Caminiti at the plate.
his best outing. But he had little to show for it. The SparCaminiti, who accounted for seven RBI in the la’tans had several opportunities to knife back into it, but
three games, struck out against lefty Bill Wenrick. Carni
failed.
niti was so upset he hurled his bat and helmet to liii- The Spartans had scored once in the fifth inning,
ground.
closing the lead to 8-4. With two runners on and two out,
"I just couldn’t touch that guy," Caminiti said. "I had
Jeff Crace popped up to end the threat.
a chance to do something big and I alew it."
In the UCLA sixth, Matt Morrison led off with a
Despite all this, the Spartans trailed 10-6 entering the
walk. But Daniel Sullivan hit into a 3-6-3 double play.
seventh. But all hopes of a comeback fluttered away when
Mack, rather than muscle up on a ball, bunted his way on.
the Bruins scored three runs in the seventh.
Lindsey Meggs then hit a grounder that skipped off
"We’re just going to have to forget about this one,"
the glove of Lou Holt, scoring Mack. Jeff Pries also sinRoseboom said. "The streak was fun while it lasted. We’ll
Thomas Hardy
gled, scoring Meggs to make it 10-4.
just have start another one now."
Meggs’ grounder was ruled a hit, but the ball was
Catcher Kurt Griesemer waits for the throw plate. The Bruihs brought an abrupt end to the
within Halt’s reach.
NOTES The Spartans, 16-14-1 entering yesterday’s
as an unidentified Bruin slides across the Spartans 11 -game win streak with a 13-6 win.
"That’s just part of the game," Roseboom said.
double-header against St. Mary’s College, play the UniWhat made matters worse was the Spartans scored
versity of Nevada Reno in a three-game series on the road
twice in the sixth, making it 10-6. Take away those two
this weekend

Baseball

The Spartans were beaten up by UCLA, 136, Tuesday at Municipal Stadium, hardly resembling a team that played nearly flawlessly
for II games.
"Boy, our fans were fired up after we
scored that run in the first inning," Spartan assistant coach Chad Roseboom said. "But then
we let ’em down."
All the momentum the Spartans had built
up during the streak came tumbling down during a seven-run outburst by UCLA in the second inning. Suddenly, the Spartans were deflated. The likelihood of losing, a distant and
unpleasant memory, had set in.
The Spartans, who had the fans in a frenzy
after taking a 1-0 lead in the first inning, were
quickly brought down from the ozone layer

Giant’s Davis looks for lost form
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP)
For Chili Davis, spring
training of 1984 is a strenuous five-week search for his lost
swing of 1982.
"I think I’m getting it back. Hopefully, it’s not the
same hack as I had last year," the San Francisco Giants’
young center fielder says.
Two-thirds of the way through the exhibition schedule, Davis is hitting well over .300 and has two home runs
to his credit. But the games that count are two weeks off.
when the National League season opens.
"I’m working hard on my hitting, especially from the
left side. I’ve got to get aggressiveness back from that
side. Last year, I was jammed too much and popped ups
lot of pitches," Davis says.
"I used to work mostly on defense when I was down
here," he adds. "It feels weird to be working so much on
batting when I’ve always been considered a good hitter."
Davis was in the major leagues to stay, it seemed,
when he hit .261 with 19 homers, 76 RBI and 24 stolen
bases as a 22-year-old rookie in 1982.
He hit .299 with five homers and 14 RBI in April of last
season before going into a classic "sophomore slump,"
one which carried him all the way down to a 10-day stay in
the minor leagues, where the Giants hoped he’d regain
some confidence at least, if not his batting stroke.
His final statistics for the season included a .233 average and 11 homers.
-I know that a lot of players have gone through the

same thing after good rookie years. Most of them are still
in the big leagues and some are stars," Davis says.
"Chili is not a .230 hitter. I look for him to bounce back
and have a good season," Manager Frank Robinson said
before this year’s training camp opened.
A proposed trade for the Chicago Cubs’ Bill Buckner
fell through because Giants’ management refused to part
with Davis. He figures to be starting in center field when
the Giants and Cubs meet in an April 3 season-opener at
Candlestick Park.
Davis’ 1983 frustration didn’t end with the National
League season. He went to Puerto Rico to play winter
baseball and hit .197 the first month.
"I left on a good note. I hit over .300 the last month.
but I gave up switch-hitting. I’m a natural right-hander
and !batted just from the right side," he says.
Robinson, aware of Davis’ winter ball experiment
and impressed by his right-handed hitting in spring
games, said, "I’m thinking about having Chili abandon
hitting from the left side for awhile."
But such a decision would be left up to Davis, the
manager added.
"I don’t want to give up switch hitting," Davis said
"It’s a gift, and I’d be foolish to take it away, at least this
soon.
"I’d have to reach a point where I couldn’t do anything batting left-handed before I’d think about giving ii

A’s trim roster, down hapless Chicago
MESA, Ariz. (AP) Pitcher Chris Codiroli singled in
the winning run with two outs in the 10th inning Tuesday
as the Oakland A’s edged the Chicago Cubs 3-2 and
handed them an 11th straight exhibition-season loss.
Codiroli, who had relieved A’s starter Lary Sorensen
in the ninth, bounced a base hit over third baseman Ron
Cey’s head to drive home Jim Essian, who had singled
and gone around to third on a passed ball and groundout.
The loss dropped the Cubs to 3-18 in Cactus League
play.
The A’s, now 12-10 in spring baseball, took a 2-0 lead in
the second inning when Bruce Bochte singled and scored
on a triple by Mike Davis, who came home on Mike
Heath’s double.
The Cubs got one back in the third when Larry !Iowa
singled home rookie Joe Carter, who had opened the inning with a base hit and moved to second on a single by
fellow freshman Henry Cotto.
Chicago tied it in the sixth on Leon Durham’s solo
home run.

Advertise
277-3171

MESA, Ariz. (AP )The A’s trimmed their roster to 29
players, including 10 pitchers. in other moves announced
along with the trade.
Veteran pitcher Ed Farmer was released, and
pitcher Rick Langford was placed on the disabled list.
Pitchers Bill Krueger and Gorman Heimueller, who
both were in the A’s starting rotation at times last season.
were among seven players optioned to Tacoma of the Pacific Coast League. Krueger is recovering from an arm
problem which put him on the disabled list last year.
Others optioned to6Tacoma were catchers Mickey
Tettleton and Bill Bathe, pitcher Curt Young, infielder
Tim Pyznarski, and outfielder Tom Romano,
Pitcher Bill Bradley was outrighted to Tacoma. Outfielder Carlos Lezcano and infielder Mark Wagner were
sent to the minor league camp for re-assignment.
Langford, a I9-game winner in 1980, underwent elboc
surgery last summer and is on a rehabilitation program
He is not expected to pitch again until late spring at the
earliest.
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Man allowed to carry drugs
for religious rituals, judge says
VISTA, Calif. (AP) - A judge
has tossed out a drug possession
charge against a Kiowa Indian, ruling the man’s religious beliefs permit him to carry hallucinogenic
peyote.
Timothy Redbird, 33, said he
hadn’t worried after his arrest because the medicine men at his Oklahoma reservation told him "it would
come out all right."
Redbird, a member of the Native American Church, commented
outside court Tuesday after Superior Court Judge Daniel Kremer
ruled he should not be tried on the
felony charge.
"The peyote is sacred to us," he
said. "That’s the whole point."
Defense attorney Rena Margolis asked for the dismissal in a pretrial hearing, saying Municipal

Cour: Judge Raymond Hall had
erred in sending Redbird to trial.
Hall had determined Redbird
was not using the peyote for religious reasons at the time of his arrest last year.
Margolis claimed the peyote
Redbird carried in a small felt
pouch was for religious use, not personal consumption. She said he had
a First Amendment right to follow
the beliefs of the Native American
Church.
Kremer cited a 1962 state Supreme Court case, People vs.
Woody, which affirmed the right of
Indians at times to ingest peyote
during religious ceremonies, or to
carry it as "a protector."
Peyote, the buds of a cactus, can
produce hallucinations similar to
those experienced by people under
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the influence of LSD.
Redbird said the peyote was 70
years old, handed down to him by
his grandfather 25 years ago.
He was arrested for outstanding
traffic warrants on July 15, 1983, by
San Diego County sheriff’s Deputy
Dean Mesa.
Redbird, who had attended a
ceremony at the Barona Indian Reservation where peyote had been
used, was arrested and the peyote
found in the pouch during a search
Kremer ruled was legal.
Redbird is working in San Diego
on a federal government program to
teach Indian culture to elementary
school children. He is to be chief
singer at a tribal ceremony planned
at San Diego State University next
month.
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The Akbayan Club will be holding a general meeting
at 2 p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
Students for Peace and Freeze Voter ’84 will present
guest lecturers Helen Caldicott, Assemblyman John Vasconcellos and Dr. William Caldicott at 8 p.m. tomorrow in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission is $5. For more information call 984-1984.
The History Department will present Dr. William
Brinner who will speak on "Israel and the Arabs" for the
fourth annual Robert E. Leninson Memorial lecture at 8
tonight in the Music Building Concert Hall. Admission is
free. For more information call James P. Walsh at 2772595.
Career Planning and Placement will present Co-op
Orientation at 12:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. At 2:30 p.m. tomorrow it will present Careers for
Civil Engineers in the S.U. Umunhum Room. For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.
Sourisseau and the History Department will present a
lecture on "Some New Ideas and Audiences for California
History" by Dr. J.S. Holliday, executive director of the
California Historical Society at 11 a.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. For more information call Dr. Jim
Walshat 277-2595.
A seminar on "How Hormones and Drugs Influence
Cellular Metabolism through Cyclic AMP, Calcium and

Phosphoinositide Breakdown" by John N. Fain, Ph.D.
visiting from Brown University will be given at 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Duncan Hall Room 250.
The Air Force ROTC Fellowship will discuss "God’s
Leadership in the Military" at 10:30 a.m, today in MacQuarrie Hall ROOM 438. For more information call John
Redmond at 277-8919.

BETTY
CROCKEk’’

Black Students of Engineering will sponsor a tour of
Lockhead at 1:30 p.m. today. They will meet at 12:45 p.m.
in the Engineering Building Room 148. Transportation
will be provided. For more information call 277-2214.

IN

YOUR

geopucr...

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will discuss
"Stewardship in Missions" from 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. today
in the S.U. Costanoan Room. For more information call
Mark Houseman at 295-0224.

-

Angel Flight will have an information table set up
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in front of the Student Union.
For more information call Kendra Johnson at 277-8892.
The Jesse Jackson Rainbow Coalition will hold a
meeting at 5 p.m. today in the Student Union A.S. Council
Chambers. For more information call Carmen at 729-0603,
or Barbara at 274-6621.
The American Institute for Foreign Study will hold a
free information meeting on London Semester at noon
today in the S.U. Umunhum Room. For more information

call Linda at 277-3781.
Campus Ministry will hold a "Meet and Eat Luncheon" from noon to 1:30 p.m. today at the Campus Christian Center. Peace advocate Ira Sandpeil will speak. For
more information call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.
The Community Committee for International Students will provide tutoring for all international students

from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. every day this week in Administration Building Room 206. For more information call Muriel
at 277-3690 or 277-3691.
Stanford University Blood Bank will hold a blood
drive from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. every day this week in the
Student Union. For more information call Rhoda Burns at
415497-7831.
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en ..... Call RAT RIDER 14081
266 1500 4718 Meridian Ave
et Brenham Lane Alpha Be,. Can
ter San Jo.
IBM TYPEWRITERS working modal D
$15000
electors
call 258
1881

TOGO S HIRING’

WAITRESS AND BUSPERSON wanted
tor Japanese restaurant in Morgan
11,11 779 8440

HOUSING
ClEAN 4 BORMi2 B. house 0 rent
Wahl to SJSU quiet si . del.hed
gar.. 1.2 ham
kg garden,
central ht
AC
111100,mnth.
737 7111 or
91100 deposit
998 1096. Robert
DONNER LAKE CABIN.

for

COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Firm
High Tech market research firm
looking for PT person Duties in
telephone & library re
clude
gopher
filing
typing
search
ingot< Good opportunity In, Per
son willing to lean Flexible hrs
send resume no calls to Gordon
David Software Acces Int 2885
Menne Way, Ste
View, C. 94043

1320

Mtn

CRUISESHIPS HIRING, $18.830 0001
Carol.. H.slt, World Call for
Goode. Directory. Newsletter, 191$- 944 4440
DISHWASHER WANTED, Lunch 11 3
Minato Sushi Japanese cursor.
8179 BIOS? C.11998 9711
Looking for
DRAMA STUDENTS,
work? Here’s something you’ll do
ore at Guarem.d salary plus bo
Ousel for phone sates Days or
evenings noeopenence Celt 354
1777 Mr Collins We want you
WAREHOUSE To dnve light
v. in & around Si afternoons &
Sat morn Must know tares well
Clean DMV neat spin...an.,
15 50101 Steady 298 4900 Mr

DRIVER

EXTRA SCHOOL MONEY’ South Bay
redlo r eeeee ch needs phone hell"
25 30,11. wk Call Ken after 3
p m et 288 5400
FULL OR PART time position, with ne
tions fastest growing sporttng
goods wife Innovative .* con
cep, For appt cell 354 2004
HELP WANTED McDONALD
hrs
well above mon wogs
avoil I eeeee sows Mon Fri 3 4 pm
Los Gatos 356 3095
HERRING GROUP HOMES horn. tor
male youth 13 18 yrs rs looking
lot cheat cere Staff yolunteer end
pad positions ere eyerlehte Call
Mr LPlant at 729 5126 101
LIVE IN RESIDENT Manager for PM’
cho geriatric 1.111ty Room hoard
good selary liberal tome oft bens
fits Resume to 291 N 1011, Si
S. Joao Ca 95112
OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN Engineer.
EE/CS ,Chem Mach Softwera
unix compilers septic Sr Taths
R&D ES Oa Test vacuum cod
cern cmoo chip designers Sand
rearm, end rail 971 8333 Nn
lees not an agency Hi.. As.
crates 33 E San Fernando Si
301 S J
RELIABLE PERSON tor 13 rors wk
$7 000, for house cleaning El.
hr. CO 297 3828
STUDENT TO ASSIST in teething reed
,nooptolShls"wk Muer he.
r ellent reader .d evalable Mon
Thur. from 3 7 pm $4 513rhe
Spencer at 257 1809
Cell Mr
eller noon
TELEPHONE ASSISTANT fie..
guarent.d
Plus 50.05
CMS. Hively .1 993 0633

Dayshift sandierth

milkers Apply at 528 Lawrence
Espwy Sunnyvale 2 4 pm

HIRING’

reservationists,
Worldwide, CaP

pnl
Tape

AT

very clean

URGENT SALE, Al interior furnishings
from 3.000 sq ft luxury home
Custom.d designed sofa & love
seat 6450 00. 5 -piece bedroom
surte 055000 Brace formal din
mg room sune coot 81675 00 Sell
$800 00 8 ft lighted pecan wall

3 lubm

bath. completely modern
week or $275/weekend
9491

2

$450
374

MI TO SHARE 3 bdrrn duplex, 5,0,
to SJSU Nonankr. 1/3 utls $195
dep Janice 279-8215
RM

RM

FOR RENT in be. Victor.,
house
across
Inn
&AU
$185,rno util free 354-8117
Ve
IN 3 BORN HOUSE $250)split
util 6,10010 priv nr SJSU clean.
sp.rou. Oscar 947 8052

SANTA CLARA LAWYER has nice Ig 4
bd,m home w!extras to share Re
ver. 20 nun commute to soh
$350/mo Rich 244 31305 mess
SUMMER SUUBLET
in Willow Glen

fu,nlsh,d studio
Large balcony
kitchen pool 11385irno from 5
24-10 Fall Call 285.8481

PERSONALS
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
fr. cm
d.trals legalize your right to the
title
’Reverend’
Write
World
Chriartinship 1618 S...... do
ins. Ca 93611
GIRLS’ TIRED of the same OLD LINES,
So we we 2 hendsome men in
20
seek the company of 2 at
trec women for 5 dey of Ione
good seine & company & en eve
with BILLY JOEL Billy Joel tin
must, Trak.
chance Cell Br.
nEnrique 293 3550
LOOKING FOR A Female companion to
form a friends,lp and 10 love with a
carob’s! pelsey

men

FREE 2 -MINUTE PREGNANCY TEST
Introduce yourself to our proles
Hof. Inandly low cost health
care services We he. full range
of 06/GYN ;including family plan
ning and abortion). family rnedr
cine and psychotherapy depart
ment We’re located right around
the cornet from SJSU 6, 15th
Santa Clara Streets Cell Women’s
Community Clinic. Inc et 287
4090 for information and,or eP

MOVE THROUGH LIFE with Math Con
fidencei The Math Institute offers ’
help in the form of 3 ardor 6 hour
intenswes Overcoming Math Ana
.10 Arithrnetoc for Adults Beat
Algebra. Geometry. CBEST or
ELME Prepariation Group and or
private tutOrrny averlable 14081
295 6086
PERSONALIZED

POSTCARDS. From
your B & W negatives $1 95 ea
or 10101 815 00 Send neg...
strip end note Indicating photo
choice along with check or money

’,ointments Bring this ad for free
pregnancy tst
FUTONS carefully handcrafted horn 3
8 layers of the finest 100% cot
Ion . dreamow.t futons are avail

Ord." to Photo Cade 1900 Ter
race Dr Sotto . Ca 95825
PIANO LESSONS in your own home
Stephen Mello MA in music San
Jose State Call 971 7519

able ma variety of sizes and col
end
ors Also Mimes. pillows
covers of the sane line quelity at
affordable prices
Student dis
0001115

DREAMSWEET
9710. 298,1183

RENTAL DKRM $4 per hr int chant
cats IS dry mount press Call for
spot 9 5 daily. 10 1 Set We spa
mei,,, in dktm supplies. feeturing

458

INVITATIONS B CERTIFICATES for all
occasions and all budgets Calli
praphy our sprnosIty Fot Free Esti
males Call
Inc 4081286 3444

Kodak Ilford Onentalauder 1 day
slide process by Koch* Discount
Come. Sales. 451 So Oth St
S J 2759649
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY., reasons
Ole
You k.p the negeovas
Call 1408) 252 4283

LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photom
Itophell If there WOO way V.
. could hese f.taarc time et your
wedding and still get national
award wrnning photography you

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY’ Excep
Ilona quality and reliable service
doe. r have tobe expensive For
complete coverage et very afford@
We fetes cell anytime TAKAT
SUNO
PHOTOGRAPHY
377
2050

would went to know more *bout it
wouldn I you, For he past
seven years John Paulson. Pho
togrephy has been doing lust that
lor many couples Perheps we can
do the same for you, Please all

TYPING

John Paulson Photot.phy. 448

ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE
TYPING
that s tops
Trust Tony
296
2087 IBM Selectric Availeble
days w.kly All work guaranteed

2388
MONTE ALBAN MEDICAL Clinrc is pro
wetting ’free wog test and Pap
*nee. A low cost biting. Spso

ACCURATE TYPING
65.1
depend
able conscien trou s E perfected
typrng term papers rheas re
p0115 .10 Sunnyvale 730 8910

fulf
ish speaking clinic offering
range Other Beryl.. st reason.
hie fee are 06,079 abortion lull
term prenatal care pediatric care.
pre menial troams person.’ awry
cases physical therapy and much
more Call now 408 270 2231
700 pm Mon Fri
Open 900

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro ell
work guaranteed Specializing in
r sssss ch papers mourn.
CPA
format thmis typing gen r.orre

1661 Burdett. Dr St OS J

spondence end manuscripts win

net of 1982 San Jose Rpm.,
Typing Contest Located near San
Jose Flee Market Looking tors.,d
to working with you 011 hrs
8 30 5 30 M P Availathie eve So
wknds by request Call Jane 251
5942
ACCURATE TYPING filet fast and de
pandable IBM correcong selectroc
Work guaranteed
978 1445

Call Renee

at

Scott Blvd & Salt Tomas E iipwy
CALL LINDA for prof.stonal typing
"word
processing
$1 50 page
Idouble spaced pr. type) 10 der
free disk storage C sssss te tray
scophon available Near Alm..
Epwy
& Brannan Ln
Guar
anteed quick ss
on all papers
Rione 284 4504
CAROL’S TYPING Svc Prof qua fast
turnover
IBM
II
&
trnscrp
$1 40!pg
Camden Lergh 978

MASTERPIECE TYPING for that Perfect
Proper’ Profesvonal work guar
ante.
theses
Resumes
end
Legal on IBM SeNctric Proofread
mg
gramma and spelling rrn
provernents upon request Neer
SJSU Rene et 287 6050

2193

EASYTYPE

SECRETARIAL

Reports

that.

SERVICE

...MOS

N.

nes*

tenets
Word processing
avertable Feet sod accurate call
249 0412
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for ell your
typing needs
reports resumes
theses professional quality last
and
accurate
LOW
RATES
lit 1 2550 double spaced)
Re
some, from 5500 C. Pam et

QUALITY TYPING Service Near SJSU
Term papers 18Urfle and mports
Fast and accurate Low mt. tag
971 9315
SUNNYVALE/VALLCO Marcirj typ
mg IBM Seoloctroc III Prompt. rwat
accurate
11 25,page
(double
spacedmmol 739-0715
TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES for
all your Prpong needs Cell Perfect
Irnpreressions

998 3333
Stu
dent rates Located m Campbell
TYPING SERVICE
perm charts

Rearm. term pa
graphs
Trenstrip
Iwo tooi Fast acct.. student
rotes Neer 280 in Sunnyvale GM
730 8969

247 2881 Loomed on Santa Clare
neer San Tom. and Monroe
HAYMOND A TYSON Sec sssss lel Se.
ice Pest accurate. pent loping
IBM Selectric II Call Sharon at
926 9224

TYPING

I m hack again to

TERM Peplos etc Rosso.
I
Cell *her 5 30 om
RAMIREZ Trona end Bookkeeprng
Service 259 3395

’VP. Y.., P.P.. 0 th" $4t00 Pe
r ellen, gunny end Berne low Once’
SI
double somed pg end one

TYPING THESIS Term papers sac
E sperrenced end test remoneble
rates Phone 269 8874

HELLO STUDENTS’

PAPER DUE, Don, lope’
Don I worry Emergency
ate my
optimality Call Mrs Ryan tor qua,
enteed prof swoon results APA
Turbien
01 .00 other Poona,

$1 50 per page
252 6863

double spa.

WHEN YOU NEED word processing
You went Mem. Enterprose You
get speedy return plus the ultimate
In accuracy and super 9051110 20
minums west of campus Reach us
01 241 0503
WORD PROCESSING The ultimate in
Guaranteed
prolessiona typmg
error free Reasonable
student
rates POck up and delivery avail
able Call Candy at 174 5804

WORD
PROCESSING
Typing
fast
$150oge 10 yeas etp
turn around
Satislachon guar
DHL I 000 word pro
w ar.
comer IBM correcting select.
nwdreel end tape Iranscroption
(Campbell ereal Easy access oft
fr.wm Call Nancy ar 888 2458

WORD PROC TYPING lo Comer sone
ice C000M11111 locertion Carole
294 7777 or 280 1000 You can
also come on and 050w computer
to type paper. resumes etc 3
terminals
ay.
Spacial
offer
63 00 pet hr
1 hr FREE vv.
3 he rental Opon weekends and
evenings
WORDSWORTH
on
Wont Processong

SUNNYVALE

lettar Quality
swynce for reports etc Resume
cover enters c. Include address
80.001 PrOSPOttlY ern
ployee desks effortlessly Contm
taws form letterhead gunny
& envelopes and venous Mp.
Myles avalebte Fast and securing
turnaround Upgrade your written
work welt.. 14081245 1049

Print Your Ad Here

after 5 p m at 298-2308
Sorneone C.r.
BIRTHRIGHT will help you gm
I,.. pregnancy test find doctor
obtetn financial aid. finds place for

PREGNANT & UNHAPPY. Loving cou
pH ’,ley be able 10 help Cell collect
415 591 8362

off your fest service’
INTELLIGENT TYPING Fulton. tvoine
editing savic
specialgong in
academrc work
Familia
with
major style manuals In Mountain
View with easy access horn High
weys 280 and 101 Conn. &
Clam 14151 967 0792

TYPING

=11111111111=111=MOIMIMWMarlOO

PREGNANT

end help et BIRTHRIGHT Cell us
day or night 241 8444 Conl?
dermal Help with Dignity

move letters, Call ICS at 292
8461 for en SippOrntMenn, We
have very cheap rate. pl. 10%

TERM PAPERS thesis reournes tor ell
your typing needs call Perfect len
pressions
996 3333
student
rotes located in Campbell

SELECTRIC ex-secretery very
reasonable Los Altos-Psd et 941
2917

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES,,
rotated right across the street
from SJSU for your convemencei
We specialize in results.s term pe
parrs thesis marling labels & rape

AMPARA’S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
coning Typing Service. All lunds
727-4998
9694491
14151

Cell Brran

you to May continue your school
mg If you ere pregnant and need
help you will frnd someone 10 1,5100

ribbon fOr 0.Pers 5 pg. or more
Je.nie 274 1975
IBM

(Count approximately 30 letters end spaces for each line)

Ad Rates

1111111111111111111111111111111

Minimum three lines on one day
Each

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines 43.10 $3.80
4 Lines 43.80 $4.50
5 Lines 44.50 $5.20
6 Lines $5.20 $5.90
Each Additional Line Add

Three

Days
$4.15
$4.85
$5.55
$6.25
$.70

Four

Five

111111111111111111111111111111j

Extra

Day
$4.36 84.50 $ 80
85.06 $5.20 8 .95
$5.76 85.90 $1.10
86.46 86.60 $1.25
Days

Day

111111111111111111111111111111,

1111111111

11111111111

11111111

Print Name

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving waxing
tw.ring or using chem..’ depth
tones Let me perm...MIS rem..o
yOUr unwanted hair !chin bikini
rummy moust.he etc I 15 per
cent discount to students and lac
uhy Cal before June 1 1964 and
get your lot ape, et 1 2 price
Unwanted Herr Cesappears With
Mn Clue
Oww, Char. R F
559 3500 1645S Bascom Ave
C

’Heir Today Gone Tomorrow

CATHOLICISM io not Chrionanity Free
info send stamped envelope to
C
Soquel
95073 You cam know the truth’
PD

Bo.

1086

Unwanted
CLINIC,
ELECTROLYSIS
Ono removed forever by proles
sionet
E Confident.’ Ily sp
nomtm.1 only 0.11 247 7488
S
Saywood
An. San Je.
355
loll Stevens Creek Ovd I

Address

Phone,

--

Sommer Wee (AI lines)

10.14 Lines $55.00
5-9 Lines $40.00
15 Pius Lines $7000
Phone 277-3175

an* s Cluelfasslor
Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

Lost & Found

Stereo

Typing

Announcements

CITY & State

Zip

Enclosed is 9

Linis

For

Da,

Oesisiese Doi Lanai SEW DIMS

SENO CHECK. MOWN ORDER
Oft CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

San Jose

Two day. prior to publication

No refunds on canceled ads

California 95192

MIN=1 INII

Deadline

Consecutive publicstiondates only

Son Jose Slate University

SIM

Tlett-iki,

ich

GORE-TEX
MTN. PARKA

CANTERBURY
RUGBY PANTS

fully seam sealed
underarm zip
sugg retail $14000

youth sizes 4-14
sugg retail $30.00

[’NCI "Tot 1.it) 11,111,

"."4""c44.44eami,

SALE $14.00

SALE $89.00

’00. .111
r

CANTERBURY
RUGBY SHORTS

CANTERBURY
RUGBY SHIRTS

100% cotton
youth sizes
sugg. retail $18.00

ine original from
New Zealand
siigg retail $42.00
SALE S20.00

-

SALE $8.00

L.__

DANNER
GORE-TEX WALKING SHOE
low-cut & waterproof
cornfortable vibram sole
ladies sizes only
sugg retail $70.00

CASCADE

SALE $29.00

top -of -the -line
goose down sleeping bag
with collar
sugg retail $360.00

POLARGUARD BAGS

FLANNEL SHIRT

three season
sugg retail $95 <4 $105

100% pre-shrunk cotton
with breast pocket
sugg. retail $15.00

SALE $65 & $75

CANTERBURY
RUGBY PANTS
100",o cotton
men’s & ladies
sugg. retail $32 00

SALE $16.00

SALE $7.00

SALE $159.00

CANTERBURY
RUGBY SHORTS
100-i, cotton
with pockets
sugg. retail $20.00

SALE $10.00

31a
ia

Sag
Sag’

LIMITED LITE
three sertsotI ID F
goose down sleeping bag
sugg retail $225.00

SALE $139.00

14111t"

TRINITY ALPS

KLICKITAT

Gore -Tex seam sealed
with Thinsulate lining
L & XL only
sugg. retail $185.00

gore -tee parka
fully seam sealed
L & XL only
sugg retail $150.00

ff’

FISHERMAN KNIT SWEATER
100% Wool

SALE $79.00

SALE $65.00

kir;
pullover or cardigan
compare @ $120 - $150

SALE $49.00

- NORTH FACE
GOOSE DOWN VESTS
men s & ladies
smaller sizes only
sugg. retail from $60 - $80

MOUNTAINEERING TENT

SALE $22.00

three season
double hoop tent
sugg retail $16000

SALE $89.00

DAYPACKS
assorted sty/es

3 POCKET DUFFLE mod
Ige.
SPORT DUFFLE
HIPS fanny pack
LUCKY 13 day pack
PERSONAL STEREO BELT
CARRY-ON soft luggage
SUPERTOTE
EASY TRAVEL convertible pack
PERSONAL UTILITY BAG
T-SHIRT long sleeve all cotton
KIDS T-SHIRT long sleeve cotton

SALE 40% OFF

GOOSE DOWN COMFORTERS
luxurious 100% cotton shell
fully baffled
all four sizes
sugg retail $190 to $340

SALE $99.00 to $199.00

35% a

70%jj/de 2ce4tio rictivealeem

COME TO DEALIN’ DOWN’S BIGGEST SAN JOSE
WAREHOUSE SALE EVER,! WE HAVE GATHERED A
HUGE INVENTORY OF PREMIUM 1st QUALITY GOODS
FROM THE FINEST AND MOST FAMOUS NAMES IN
THE AC TIVEWEAR AND OUTDOOR GEAR BUSINESS, FOR A STUPENDOUS SALE, CHOOSE FROM
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF CANTERBURY RUGBY
WEAR EVER ASSEMBLED UNDER ONE ROOF. OVER
20.000 PIECES OF THESE FAMOUS NEW ZEALAND
MADE PANTS. SHIRTS AND SHORTS ARE AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES AND COLORS. DON’T MISS OUR
BIG SELECTION OF COLUMBIA GORE-TEX WEAR,
NORTH FACE GOOSE DOWN VESTS AND PARKAS,
DANNER LADIES’ GORE-TEX WALKING SHOES.

CARIBOU DAYPACKS, ECOLEISURE GOOSE DOWN
COMFORTERS, MARK PACK WORKS DUFFLES,
TOTES AND CONVERTIBLE TRAVEL PACKS, AS
WELL AS OUR INCREDIBLE REDUCTIONS, IN GOOSE
DOWN AND POLARGUARD SLEEPING BAGS, FLANNEL SHIRTS. WOOL SWEATERS, MOUNTAINEERING TENTS AND MUCH, MUCH MORE. HUGE
SAVINGS’, PRICES ARE BEING REDUCED AS MUCH
AS 70%9 WE URGE YOU TO ARRIVE EARLY FOR
THIS OUTSTANDING OFFERING. SOME MERCHANDISE IS AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTITIES ONLY.
YOUR VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMERICAN EXPRESS
ARE WELCOME.

AL7111.111tCAN
EXPRESS

Ara Sated 74(.41 I/

Ito

eia,441,

SALE
sgg. retail
29.00
45.00
55.00
35.00
13.00
23 00
15.00
25.00
1200.
18.00
6.50
10.00
32.00
65.00
22.00
35.00
45.00
80.00
7.50
13.00
5.00
10 00
3.00
7.00
.A11110111IIIMMIEL

xeltawged (Pr

etwued

DEAL1N’ DOWN 870

BALLOON CLOTH
SHORTS
ladies’ sizes 8, 10. 12 only
sugg retail $20.00

SALE $6.00
NORTH FACE
GOOSE DOWN PARKAS
men’s & ladies
choose from 3 styles
smaller sizes only
values to $170.00

SALE $59.00

e- teed-milt gewt
&6

COWIPellt[IAL.,

Seat tIte er.04.41 If
eewte 7e. Owt Preoieeo Sate
7/(a4, 30t4
4
- 7 7’
e
er,9X
I
Weise
PuAehetae
Wade 74ey 4a41
4/0 Deauel

COMMERCIAL STREET, SAN JOSE

ea.ft 7e/7 5,4
4
324-1900

X

870

Tbursda

CANTERBURY
RUGBY PANTS
100% cotton
men’s & ladies’
sugg. retail $32 00

SALE $16.00
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4.

Dancin’ the night away
with SJSU’s latest
production.
See pages 4 and 5.
(f)
t omIrl"’"Weggism__AgNmoilowkims.60--4.

FACE
DOWN PARKAS
hes
77 3 styles
3s only
170 00
,00
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Parsons Project lacks
emotion; bores listeners
By Patty Kamysz
Oh, the "games people
play," particularly when
they’re musicians who
have rocked fans with
strange but enticing progressive music for years,
and then dilute their songs
with standard mush.
The Alan Parsons Project, once so adept at electronic music with a message, is going downhill.
"Ammonia Avenue," the
latest release, is progressively boring, with only one
real hit to rave about
"You Don’t Believe."
The singing and the
blend of instruments, including those of the Philharmonia Orchestra, are
restrained and unemotional. The cool chords lack
the conviction of the words,
which
are
satirically
strong
the only dependable element on the album.
Alan Parsons, the engineer and producer behind
the group he rarely sings
has always been a skillful satirist, merging synthesized
melody
with
mockery. His first four albums were gems, but
mostly "I Robot," a brilliant collection of songs
that challenged the anti technology sentiment, still
prevalent today.
"I
Robot" . .. "The
story of the rise of the machine and the decline of
man, which paradoxically
coincided with the discov-

ery of the wheel and a
warning that his brief dominance of the planet will
probably end, because
man tried to create robot in
his own image." Now
provocative
there’s
a
theme, backed up by bass.
drums, electric and acoustic guitars, keyboards and.
of course, Parson’s touch
of electronic wizardry.
In "Ammonia Avenue," his themes are still
strong but the music is beginning to sound too pop.
The title song "Ammonia
Avenue" is another tribute
to scientists, though on the
surface it seems a tribute
to God. Without Parson’s
wizardy, however, it’s boring and almost preachy.
"And word by word
they handed down the light
that shines today, and
those who came at first to
scoff, remained behind to
pray. Nice words but empty
without a height and depth
accompanying
to
the
music. And Eric Woolfson,
on vocals, is wimpy on this
track.
Woolfson doesn’t get
any better for the other
songs, but thankfully there
are three other lead singers on the album. Of them.
Lenny Zakatek is the best,
keeping his two songs
afloat by letting loose with
appropriately
frenetic
wails, and brutal twists of
tone in "You Don’t Be-

By Warren Bates
If you are one of those
who sees Michael Jackson
live this year, don’t be surprised to hear his music
sung in a slightly lower
key. Yes, Jackson increased the tape speeds on
"Thriller" to give his voice
the extra sweetness that
makes little girls quiver.
lieve" and "Let Me Go
Home."
The former demands
voice
edgy
Zakatek’s
against the backdrop of
sharp, controlled beats
"My eyes with your vision,
my choice but always your
decision, my play with
your direction, well it’s my
lead but always your connection."
The harmony breaks
up on the other tracks.
Colin Blunstone couldn’t
save "Dancing on a High
Wire" if he tried which
he didn’t. Dancing on a
high wire, like skating on
thin ice, implies a perilous
feat, but Blunstone and
company fall on their feet

trying to sound smooth instead of jagged.
"Don’t Answer Me"
sounds suspiciously like
their last hit "Eye in the
Sky," something that could
have made the newer song
at least likable. But too
many voices and a marching beat render it an overdone "Bridge over the
River Kwai."
"One Good Reason" is
slow and tiresome and so is
Woolfson.
Other than Zakatek’s
songs and "Pipeline," an
orchestral, jazzy interlude
on side two, I can’t give one
good reason why anyone
should buy this underwhelming album.

.Noto’:ose’
t CY’
p.eSt

IL II t ID II
BLIMPIE FEATUF

S

13 kinds of N.Y. style sub -sat
hearty chef salads, fresh-fru,
hot -spicy chili, quiche
& a full line of pastries

itches
dads

ALSO
A large variety of imported beers
A complete line of expresso coffee
& Italian soda
80 E SAN CARLOS (BTWN 2ND & 3RD) 947-1333

-,r,,, 25’ Glass Beer
4 with any Sandwich
..
:

While your stomach recovers, hit albums in the
music industry are going
down, down, down. Platinum albums (1 million copies sold) in 1983 numbered
49, a drop of six from 1982.
going
gold
Albums
( 500,000) dropped 15 percent, and there were only
two gold singles Tony
Basil’s "Mickey" and the
Kenny Rogers/Dolly Parton duet "Islands in the
Stream."
* * *
Now that you’ve consumed your entire supply
of Alka-Seltzers, ex -Wings
member Denny Laine reports Linda McCartney
had a thing for pilfering
trinkets from hotel rooms
when Wings toured. Laine
attributed the kleptic actions to Linda’s boredom
from being so rich. Yawn.
*
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McCartney steals
as Clash appeal

Eric Hermstad’s cot.
umn is taking a vacation
this week. It will reappear
next week
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SJSU Theatre Arts is presenting "Dance T
heatre ’84," premiering Saturday night.
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Talk about your heavy
irony. Malcolm McLaren
creation Annabella has left
Bow Wow Wow and the
group has renamed itself
Chiefs of Relief. A solo
album is in the works for
the mohawked pubescent
ex-pup, but, unbeknownst
to her, nobody plans on
buying it. Nyuk, Nyuk,
Nyuk.
Quickies: Phil Lynott,
ex-Thin Lizzy frontman
will play Jimi Hendrix in
the upcoming movie about
Kip Lambert, manager of
the Who. U2’s "War" was
named record of the year
by Contemporary Christian magazine.
* * *
Somebody keeps sending us these latebreaking
news releases about a Led
Zeppelin reunion but we’re
not going to tell you about
it.
* 5*
Out of the closet and
wish he wasn’t department: Style Council, ex Jam member Paul Weller
was recently quoted as
saying "French boys are
the most beautiful in the
world."
* 5*
Say it isn’t so Tobe.
Poltergeist director Tobe
Hooper was seeking Billy
Idol to star in his upcoming
"Space Vampires." Idol
apparently couldn’t make
the movie because of
scheduling conflicts with
the SJSU program board.
* 5*
Here come the litigants for our next case.
This is the plaintiff, (assume Doug Llewellyn type
voice) Joe Strummer, lead
vocalist of the Clash.
Strummer declared at a recent California gig that the
title of one of their new
tunes is "We are the
Clash." This is the defendant, Mick Jones. Jones
and former Clash drummer Topper Headon have
formed their own group reportedly named "Mick
Jones’ Clash." We’ll hear
the evidence as Judge
Wapner decides who retains the namesake to the
most bombastic, hypocritical band of the ’80s in "The
case of the mixed-up musicians."
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Comedy ‘Godot’ leaves audience waiting

By Melissa CaIv
Samuel
Beckett’s
"Waiting for Godot," a tragicomedy, drew a crowd of
about 30 people to a recent
performance,
The nature of the play
is one of thought-provoking
humor, with underlying
meanings as to what is actually happening,
But the City Lights’
performance, directed by
Stuart Bennett, does not
reach the potential of the
play. The acting of this
1050’s classic was done
fairly well, yet the play is
unjustifiably slow-paced.
People walked out during
intermission thinking the
three-hour play was over,
"Waiting for Godot"
deals with two men, Gogo
( Kevin Kennedy) and Didi
(Gary Voss), who wait for
a mysterious man named
Godot. The setting is on a
country road, which like
many of Beckett’s plays,

characters, Gogo and Didi.
When the play is carried by
a small cast, the main
characters must be dynamic in their performance.
Not so for Godot ; the
characters’ long pauses between lines helped it drag
on.
The direction of the
play was pretty much on
the same level as its pace.
There wasn’t much change
in the direction, which
made it seem meaningless,
boring and sometimes
even silly.
The play did give, as
Gogo said, an "impression
that we exist." The first
and second parts of "Wait ing for Godot" were consistent enough that the audience could expect what
was going to happen. This
was apparent when the
travelers left and the shepard boy came in.
Despite the perfor-

takes place nowhere, at no
time. No one remembers
anything in their action of
repetitive activities,
The central theme of
the play is not the identity
of Godot, but why these
people persist in waiting
for him. And in the play, a
question is only answered
with another question.
During their wait, the
two men meet two travelera,
Pozzo
( Richard
Myrhe) and his slave
Lehman),
Lucky ( Helen
who help them "pass the
time."
Bennett’s interpretslion of the play’s thoughtprovoking humor only
brings up questions of what
is actually happening, and
what it all means,
This is disappointing,
since "Waiting for Godot"
is listed as one of the top
ten plays from 1955-1956.
Most of the play was
carried by the two main

mance, some of the quality
of the play came through.
When Didi and Gogo return
to the country road the
next day in Act II, Didi
asks Gogo if he did not recognize that they’ve been
there before. Gogo says,
"Recognize! What is there
to recognize? All my life
I ve crawled about in the

mud! And you talk to me
about scenery!"
Beckett, who has written such plays as "Endgame," "Happy Days,"
and "Murphy," began
writing plays exclusively
in French in 1960. He has
produced or published 20
plays.

The end of the play
brought sighs that paralleled Didi’s relief when
night finally came: "At
last!"
"Waiting for Godot"
runs 8 p.m. Friday and
ends Saturday at City
Lights, 160 North 3rd St.,
San Jose.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Have you ever noticed
how difficult it is to distinguish commercials from
videos on MTV?
Both commercials and
videos frequently employ
virtually identical creative
concepts and production
techniques ( i.e. they are
written, shot, cut and
scored in almost exactly
the same manner).
MTV is almost incestuous in the way it exploits
these connections. For example, recently MTV ran a
feature on the discovery of
Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes. In an interview a producer exclaims
that he was so struck by
the group on first hearing
their demo tape that he
stopped his car and called
a member of his organization to sign them.
Minutes later guess
what commercial pops up?
.. "Welcome to Miller
none
featuring
Time"
Southside
than
other
Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes. This particular
commercial is illustrative
of how the distinctions between "art" and commerce are being blurred.
It is difficult to separate the product sales message the commercial appears to be a live
performance at a bar or
club filled with the typical
affluent, attractive, socially-successful types who inhabit most such messages.
Except for the relatively
low-profile sales pitch, this
commercial is nearly identical to any of the videos
that appeared on either
side of it.
The next day Budweiser got a free commercial in the Devo video,

"Whip It." This video
opens with two men and
two women in Western
garb
all young, attractive and obviously enjoying
themselves
brandishing
cans of beer (plainly Budweiser). It is many seconds
before it is clear that this is
not a commercial.
The constant emphasis
particularly
on violence
against women in the videos is bad enough. But I

believe producers, MTV
and advertisers are preying on their pre-teen/young
adult audience. I find this a
cynical,
manipulative
practice that is far more
repugnant than any of the
silly theatrics of the punk
movement and far more
dangerous.

Gary Voss (right) as Didi and Kevin Kennedy as Gogo in the City
lights’ performance of ’Waiting for Godot’ currently in San Jose.
a.
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For a lifetime...
Soon-to-be -wed couples have been
selecting their engagement and wedding
rings at Gleim Jewelers for more than
fifty years.
Our extraordinary selection of gemstones
and settings reflects our tradition of
excellence. quality and value. Our
Certified Gemologists, master goldsmiths
and discerning sales staff will help you
make a choice that you will treasure for
a lifetime.
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119 Stanford
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313 University Aye.
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Come Party With CAROUSEL
a top 40 band

March 30 and 31
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93 S. Central
in the Factory
in Campbell
374-4500

No Cover Charge with Coupon
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Take a tour (
Take a journey through the Caribbean, with(
women "challenge dancing" in a Latin night club.
everything from a samba to classical ballet to bre
dancing in "Dance Theatre ’84" opening this Frida
the University Theatre.
"It’s a very diverse show," says publicist Kate
vine, "it’s got show dancing from the 1890’s, a rect
truction of a modern ballet piece, break dancing,
name it!"
"Dance Theatre ’84" is the work of three SJSU eF
reographers, Annette Macdonald, Janet Van Swoll
Carol Anne Haws, and three guest choreographers.
The University Dance Theatre is the SJSU reside
dance company. It was formed in 1982, and has Fit
formed several on-campus and community concert
The company has also participated in a Gill Cable Tel
vision production of "What is Dance."
"Danceworks" is a dance company sponsored
the SJSU School of Humanities and the Arts. It Y.:
founded in 1981 by dance alumni, and presents concer
in the Spring and Fall semesters, as well as appear r
with the San Jose Community Opera Theatre.
"Dance Theatre" features the best works of prole
sional and student choreographers performed in 1.
University Theatre for the last five years, and this yr.;;
includes four works: a classical ballet piece chore,
graphed by dance coordinator Janet Van Swoll to ih
Third Movement of Beethoven’s "Emperor Concerti "
a suite choreographed by Annette Macdonald which it
cludes several styles of jazz including Afro-Caribbei

The classical ballet piece "Rondo Fix
(left) is choreographed by Janet Vati
Music is by Beethoven. The "Carl
Market Calypso" (below) is choreogr
by Annette Macdonald. Mark Ammerr
Eros and Janet Van Swoll as Psych
form in "Psyche and Eros: A Jos
(right). "Cakewalk" will be pelf
under the original choreography by
lchnohe (upper right). The latter w
constructed from Labanotation, a met
scoring a dance to preserve its origim
reography.
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f the world of dance at SJSU
Latin, and break dancing. The break dancing section is
choreographed by Billy Goodson, a principal dancer in
Michael Jackson’s "Beat It" video.
Labonotation is a method of "scoring" a dance so
that the original performance can be preserved for future generations. Fewer than 100 people world-wide are
certified by the Dance Notation Bureau to reconstruct
original dances from Labonation scores, and Van Swoll
is one of them. She has reconstructed "Cake Walk"
from the original choreography by Saeko Ichinohe.
"It’s a fun, hokey piece," says production director
Susan Olsen, "very colorful."
The second half of the show is made up of a production called "Psyche and Eros: A Journey." and is described by Olsen as a "big theater epic." The choreographer of the piece, Carol Anne Haws, says this piece is
particularly challenging because, like all Greek myths,
i it’s very complicated and it’s a "challenge to tell a com’
plicated story by only dancing it."
The principal dancers in the story are Janet Van
Swoll as Psyche, Mark Ammerman as Eros, and Candace Ammerman as Aphrodite. Both Ammermans studied dance at SJSU and have performed professionally in
the area, Candace with the Palo Alto Dance Company,
and Mark with Jose Limon Modern Dance Company.
Candace is currently a graduate student here and a
part-time member of the faculty. Mark is also known in
the Bay Area for his work as a lighting designer for theater and dance.

Irvine and Olsen describe "Psyche and Eros" as "a
tale of woe, submission, and morality." It takes us back
to the day of the Greek chorus, immense tragedy, character flaws, gods, goddesses, and three-headed
monsters.
As the story opens we meet Psyche and her lover
Eros, the god of Love. Aphrodite’s worshippers start neglecting her in favor of the beautiful Princess Psyche.
Overcome by jealousy, Aphrodite commands that Eros
prick Psyche with an arrow that will allow her to fall in
love only with those things most bestial and foul.
Because he is distracted by Psyche’s beauty, he accidentally pricks himself with the arrow and falls in love
with Psyche. Aphrodite then condemns Psyche to Death
Mountain, but Eros rescues her and she becomes his
wife in a magical palace. One condition is put upon her:
she must never attempt to look at her husband in the
light. Overcome with curiosity, and urged on by her
jealous sisters, Psyche lights a lamp and disobeys the
order. Eros wakes up, discovers what she has done, and
must leave her.
She attempts to drown herself, but the river won’t
have her. She is soon set to lowly and near-impossible
tasks by Aphrodite, including retrieving a beauty potion
from Persephone, Queen of Hades.
The end of the tale won’t be told here, find out for
yourself at "Dance Theatre ’84." It runs on March 30
and 31, and April 5 through 7, with a 2:30 p.m. matinee
on April 4. For more information call the University
Theatre box office at 277-2777.
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’Academy’ steals from several flicks
By Joe Roderick
Don’t be surprised if you get a feeling of deja vu
watching "Police Academy."
You’ll swear you’ve seen some scenes before. But
where? Try "Porky’s," or "Stripes."
Correct me if I’m wrong, but haven’t we seen a
movie about a bunch of raunchy, zany cops before? I believe it was called "The Choir Boys."
So what’s going on here?
Well, "Police" can be classified as a movie about a
bunch of clowns trying to make the police force. "The
Choir Boys" was hardly chocked full of laughs, but "Police" seems an out-and-out laugher.
Most of the material has been snatched away from
other comedies. There are a couple of original scenes
scattered throughout none of which save this movie.
"Police" stars Steve Guttenberg, a guy trying to
buck the system by acting like an idiot. We’ve seen this
before from Bill Murray in "Stripes" and John Belushi
in "Animal House." I’ve never particularly cared for
Guttenberg, who starred in "Diner."
Guttenberg reminds me of Michael Keaton, but isn’t
quite as funny. Guttenberg plays Carey Mahoney, a guy
who likes to wreck up cars as a parking lot attendant.
He’s had brushes with the law before, but because his father was once on the police force, he has come away
clean.
One day, after wrecking up a couple of cars, he’s
forced to join the police academy.
The mayor of an unknown American city has recently lifted the requirements for entrance into the police academy. Now, all sorts of people in all sorts of
shapes and sizes can carry a gun and nightstick. Boy,
won’t the streets of this crime-filled city be safe now.
Besides Mahoney, there all sorts of other characters
at the academy. And you’ve seen most of these folks one
time or another.
There’s the rich girl, Karen Thompson (Kim Cattrail ), who has nothing better to do in life than to join the
academy. Cattrell, who you may remember as the hot to-trot gym teacher in "Porky’s," is a little less promiscuous as Thompson. And a little less hot.
As you probably guessed. Thompson and Mahoney

USSR
Transsiberian
Rail Adventure

OOP
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Cadets Martin (Andrew Rubin), left, and Mahoney (Steve Guttenberg) receive a few pointers from Sgt. Callahan (Leslie Easterbrook).
are destined to hit it off. Mahoney even has a chance to
split the scene, but he decides to stay and make a move
on Thompson.
Thompson, of course, really doesn’t want to have
anything to do with Mahoney initially. But then, Mahoney wins her over with a few quick quips. The jokes
seem to do wonders for her, but they do little for us.
Speaking of jokes, Bubba Smith, the former Baltimore Colt and Oakland Raider lineman, plays disgruntled florist Moses Hightower (talk about your stereotyped names).
Somebody should tell Bubba he doesn’t quite cut it
as an actor. But Bubba’s 6-foot-6, and I’d rather not be
the guy who does him.
Smith should stick his amusing "Lite Beer" commercial spots.
I’m a little surprise "Lite Beer" sidekick Dick Butkus wasn’t penciled in as Smith’s flower-clipping partner.
Also around is a grouchy, nasty drill leader, Lt. Harris (G.W. Bailey). Bailey played the loud-mouthed Sergeant Rizzo in MASH. You probably tolerated Bailey
on that legendary show. But on the big screen. Bailey’s
got to go. He doesn’t belong in the movies and he never
even belonged on television.
IA Harris is one of those guys that doesn’t take

flack, particularly from a wiseguy like Mahoney "I’ve
told you before, I don’t take no bleep from nobody." Lt.
Harris tells Mahoney on several occasions.
Another one of the gang is a George Gaynes, who
played Frank Smith on "General Hospital" several
years ago. Gaynes also played the poor guy who fell for
Dustin Hoffman in "Tootsie."
In "Police," Gaynes plays Commandant Lassard, a
typical milquetoast commander-behind-the-desk. You
"General Hospital" fans are probably glad to see
Gaynes make it reasonably big. I just wonder what he’s
doing in a bomb like "Police."
Georgina Spelvin, a hard-core porno star, is performing in her first clean movie, as a harmless hooker.
There’s a scene involving Spelvin that’s on the same
level of a gag from "Porky’s."
The newcomer of the bunch is Michael Winslow,
who plays Larvelle Jones, a convict who is sent off to the
academy rather than to the penitentiary.
Winslow puts other mimics to shape with his ability
to do impressions of machine guns, megaphones and
electric razors.
If there is a reason to watch "Police," it’s to catch
Winslow’s act. But are a few sound effects worth six dollars and two hours of your time on Friday night? I doubt
it.

Visit the beautiful and
distinctive cities representing
the heart of this great country.

MOSCOW-KHABAROVSKIRKUTSK-ALMA-ATALENINGRAD

23 Days July 14 -Aug. 5, 1984
This informative tour: $2,850.

Call. Amity Tours, 1 First St.,
Suite H. Los Altos, CA 94022
(800)227-6928
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Mermaids do exist in ’Splash’

By Angela Stanford
Do you believe in mermaids?
Well, after seeing "Splash," the new movie directed
by Ron Howard of "Happy Days," you still won’t believe
in mermaids, but you will leave the theater amused.
"Splash" could be considered a cute movie, for people who want a few laughs and a chance to dive into the
make-believe with a dash of reality.
It is the story of a young businessman, Allen Bauer,
played by Tom Hanks. who is more successful at the
family wholesale produce business than he is at love.
But things change when he falls for Madison, the girl of
his dream who saves his life, played by Daryl Hannah.
Madison turns out to be more woman than Allen expects. Even though Madison has legs, in actuality she’s
a mermaid, who has "five fun-filled days" in New York,
according to Madison, before she has to go back to the
sea.
Madison, who emerges from the deep to find her
true love Allen, makes a grand entrance at the Statue of
Liberty, finless and in the raw. After being taken down
to the police station, Madison shows the police Allen’s
wallet. She acquired his wallet when she saved him
from drowning, for the second time, after he was hit on
the head by a boat and knocked unconscious. When he
awakes, he notices a woman covered in long blonde hair
and that’s all.
The first time Madison saved his life was when
Allen was younger and on a boat ride with his family.
While his older brother, Freddie, hilariously played by
John Candy, was dropping pennies on the deck so he
could look under women’s skirts, Allen decides to jump
overboard where he sees a little girl with fins, who later
turns out to be Madison.
When Allen finds out that his dream girl is in town,
he rushes down to the station to get Madison, who is now
clothed in a T-shirt, and without any questions asked,
takes her home with him. Of course, they fall in love and
live happily ever after. Not quite. There’s the entrance
of Walter Kornbluth, played by Eugene Levy, to complicate things. Kornbluth is a wacky scientist, who is determined to prove that mermaids do exist. And prove it he
does.
Hanks, who is probably best known as Chip in the
1980 comedy show, "Bosom Buddies," gives an amusing
performance as Allen, who becomes a victim of circumstances in "Splash." The circumstances being that the

Daryl Hannah, suited in fin garb, dives into ’Splash’ to catch a Manhattan bachelor.
woman he loves and wants to marry is really a fish.
has also starred in such movies as "Blade Runner,"
Allen, thinking that his girlfriend is just from a foreign
"The Fury," "Summer Lovers," and a made-for-television movie, "Paper Dolls," which aired on ABC last
country, finds out just how foreign she is.
year.
Hannah gives a charming performance as Madison,
Freddie, as Allen’s older brother, is just the oppowho has fins in water and legs on land. While in New
site of him. More successful with women than the family
York, Madison learns to speak English after spending a
business, Freddie is still dropping pennies on the ground
day in the television department in Bloomingdale’s,
to look under skirts. Anytime Candy is in a scene, the aulearns to dance from the local street corner dancers,
dience is guaranteed a laugh. Candy, who was one of the
and catches the attention of people in a restaurant with
performers on SCTV, has also starred in the motion picher strange way of eating lobster shell and all. "This
is the way we eat lobster where I come from," Madison
tures "The Blues Brothers," "1941," "Stripes," and
"National Lampoon’s Vacation."
tells Allen.
Hannah, who is emerging on the movie scene slowly
Levy, who was also a "SCTV" performer, plays
hut surely, is also currently starring in "Reckless " She
Kornbluth, the bad guy in "Splash," who always seems
to get what he deserves. Levy has also played in the
comedy movies "Strange Brew" and "Going Berserk."
Dody Goodman, who is not a main character, will be
remembered by all who see "Splash," as Allen’s nutty
secretary, who does strange things like wearing her bra
outside of her clothes.
"Splash" is a romantic comedy that is recommended for people who have very lively imaginations
and a flare for fantasy and fun. If you’re a realist, stay
away. If you want a night of entertainment, a few
chuckles, and have nothing else to do, see "Splash." You
won’t be disappointed.
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Art of printing on exhibit
By Net ha Thacker
"Images of Mind. Images of Making," an exhibit of
poetry broadsides, posters and books by Bay Area Fine
Presses, opened last week at the San Jose Institute of
Contemporary Art.
A broadside is a "work of visual art," said Naomi
Clark. a lecturer at SJSU and director of the San Jose
Poetry Center. co-sponsor of the exhibit. It combines the
world of linguistics with the visual world: poems are set
in special type and often accompanied by graphic illustrations.
Bay Area Fine Presses is a group of letterpress
printers who produce finely printed materials, often
using antique hand presses with handset movable type.
The works are printed on fine, handmade or molded
paper and books are bound in fine materials, such as
silk and leather.
Several of the broadsides on exhibit feature works
by local poets. At a reading on the opening night of the
exhibit, Anita Wilkins, a member of the Cabrillo College
faculty, and Frances Mayes of San Francisco State University read from their works.
One of the most beautiful pieces on exhibit features
Mayes’ poem, "Aqui: Gold Over Silver." Printed in colored inks on tinted paper, the work is a clear illustration
of the way in which the visual art and the poetry combine to enhance the beauty of each.
The exhibit, which runs through April 28, honors
poet and master printer William Everson. Now in his
70s. Everson has taught poetry and printing at the University of California, Santa Cruz.
Everson, considered a member of the San Francisco Renaissance of the ’605, recently retired from UCSanta Cruz and moved his Lime Kiln Press to his home
in Swanton in the Santa Cruz Mountains.
At the opening night reading, he spoke of his life as a
printer and read some of his poetry.
Everson learned printing from his father as a child,
but he said it was not until he became a poet that he realized the possibilities of printing. Printing is relatively
meaningless without a book, he said.
The first book he printed on a hand press is now
worth $2,000, Everson said, and it might be his only perfect book.
.
Now suffering from Parkinson’s disease, which produces uncontrollable tremors, Everson presented a picture of great courage as he spoke. The audience was
very attentive, with people leaning forward in their
chairs to hear his soft voice.
He said that printing is a laborious task, but it’s im-

Master printer William Everson works viith
his Lime Kiln Press, which he renovated
while teaching printing and poetry at UCSanta Cruz.
portant to approach every work with the attitude that
"this is going to be a masterpiece."
"You have to take your time, do your work slowly,"
he said.
Everson has taught a great many printers, including Adrian Wilson, whose work is also on display.
"I create an atmosphere, and in that atmosphere,
the work is central," Everson said of his teaching.
Wilson, who has won a Best Books of the World
Award, formerly headed the University of California
Press and is now owner of The Press on Tuscany Alley,
San Francisco. He is also known for his finely printed
theater posters and for his award-winning books on book
design and the history of printing.
Everson renovated his antique press while at UCSanta Cruz. where he taught classes in poetry and printing.
Among the works on exhibit are a series of broadsides by Everson called "West of the Water: A Santa
Cruz Portfolio." This broadside features six poems by
Santa Cruz poets, including Everson and Clark.
The exhibit also contains works by internationally
honored master printer Andrew Hoyem of Anion Press,
San Francisco, and several younger printers.
Open to the public, the exhibit is part of a larger
show, "Poetics," which also features works on paper by
Beatrice Hablig and Margeaux Klein.
The San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art is located at 377 S. First St., near the corner of First and San
Sateador Streets

Birds take flight in illustrations
By Frank Lopez
If you look overhead,
with a watchful eye, you
just may discover a turkey
vulture hovering above.
Or so says Suzanne
Bauer, San Jose artist and
illustrator of "Birds of the
Santa Clara Valley," a series of sketches commissioned by the Santa Clara
Valley Water District,
which includes among its
entries the turkey vulture.
The water district sponsored Bauer’s series to

bring attention to some of
the birds that inhabit the
Santa Clara Valley.
In her Rapidograph
Pen sketches, Bauer, a petite 40-year-old who looks
closer to 25, captures the
feel, habitat, and peculiarities of 14 different birds
which reside along water
district property and perhaps,
the government
agency points out, "even in
your own backyard."
Originally, the intention was to merely use the
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Precision cuts, perms,
color, make-up & nails
Open 24 hours by appointment 279-4611

sketches as an illustration
to a report, but the quality
of the finished product so
impressed Jim Melton, the
water district public relations manager who commissioned them, that he
decided to do more with
them.
Along with a booklet
featuring reproductions of
Bauer’s creations, the originals and the master prints
are being put on tour
throughout the Santa Clara
Valley and beyond.
At present, the original
sketches are on display at
Villa Montavlo’s art gallery, while the master
prints are being exhibited
at City Hall in downtown
San Jose.
Bauer puts a lot of effort into researching what
she sketches, explaining,
"Unless you know a lot
about your subject, you
can’t get a feel for it."
With time and patience, she adds, "You get
to know them structurally
and you come to under-

stand their personality."
She describes one of
her subjects, cedar waxwings, as "charming" and
"gregarious."
Bauer’s research and
devotion is apparent in
"Birds of the Santa Clara
Valley" in the attention to
detail throughout the series. A sketch of the California quail, for instance,
on close inspection reveals
at least four different types
of feathers some noticeably layered for warmth
and others designed more
for the aerodynamics of
flight.
In Bauer’s rendition of
wood ducks, she plays
scrutiny to the effect of
ripples on shadows cast in
the water, saying simply,
"I enjoy seeing how that
works," but adds freely, "I
could do that better."
For all the suprising
attention her exhibit has
received, and though generally happy, Bauer maintains some regrets about
the finished product, "I’m

Club action

SPARTAN PUB Today: Hush/Safe Insane. Friday: George and
the Wonders.
THE
COUNTRY
STORE, 157W. El Camino
Real, Sunnyvale Today:
Chaser. Friday: Hush/Kid Flash. Saturday:
Hush/The Stand.
FARGOS, 2540 California St., Mountain View
Today: Joe Sharino.
Friday, Saturday: Flight.
Sunday:
Professor
Plum’s Dixieland Jazz
Band. Wednesday: San
Francisco Swing Express.
JD’s LARIAT, 93 S.
Central Ave., Campbell
Today, Friday, Saturday:
Turning Point. Tuesday,
Wednesday: Smash.
KEYSTONE
BERKELEY, 2119 University
Ave., Berkeley
Today:
Wild Game. Friday: Joe
Perry Project/Blind Illusion/Wizard. Saturday:
Eric Martin Band/Mark
Castro Band/Excaliber,
Wednesday: Rude Girl/Misconception/Temptress.
KEYSTONE
PALO
ALTO, 260 California
Ave., Palo Alto
Today:
John Bostic’s Proposition
A Benefit/East End/Expresso. Friday: Eric Martin Band/Runner Up/Jonas
Grumby/Target.
Saturday:
Raven/Back
Alive/The ’80s. Sunday:
Joe Perry Project/Hyts/Traveler.
Wednesday:
Paris/The Schrugs/First
Kill.
THE STONE, 412
Broadway, San Francisco
Today: Trauma/Black
Leather/Misconception.
Friday: The Bobcat and
Friends. Saturday: Joe
Perry
Project/Malice/Ambush.
Tuesday:
about 80 percent on the
money, but there were also
some gross errors made."
A 1965 graduate in fine
arts from the University of
San Francisco, she sees
her project as only a part
of a learning experience,
"I feel a lot of this is just a
beginning."
Bauer owns and runs a
graphics designs company
and one of her clients is the
water district. Asked casually by district officials if
she knew of an artist they
could contact to illustrate a
report, she, after some hesitation, recommended herself.
Limiting herself primarily to nature sketches.
Bauer’s hope in doing the
sketches is to point out the
existing beauty of nature’s
creatures even in the midst
of downtown areas.
The birds are very pretty amongst the guck and
the muck of the city, she
says.

The Make/ Niue West/Az
lz.
THE
CATALYST,
Santa Cruz Today: Leo
Kottke. Friday: Pamela
Rose & Wild Kingdom.
/Robin & The Rocks. Saturday: The Call.
STATION,
NILES
37501 Niles Blvd., FreToday: RPM.
mont
Friday: Chaser. SaturSunday:
Beyond.
day:
Comedy with Dr. Gonzo.
Wednesday: Legend.

901
WOLFGANG’S,
Columbus Ave., San FranToday: Midnight
cisco
Oil. Friday: Wayland
Flowers & Madame. SunSlayton
Bobby
day:
Leo
Tuesday:
Roast.
Kottke. Wednesday: Mink
De Ville.
THE PUNCH LINE. 7
San
Plaza,
Maritime
Francisco Today, Friday, and Saturday: Dr
Gonzo/Steve Barkley.
THE LAST DAY SA
LOON, 406 Clement St
San Francisco Today .
Ron Thompson & The Resisters. Friday: Stu Blank
and His Nasty Habits. Saturday: Pride di Joy.
BERKELEY
SQUARE. 1333 University
Ave., Berkeley Satur
Robert
day:
Seidler/Defectors/Fade
To Black. Tuesday: Chromatics/Ice Age. Wednesday: Minimal Man.
ESSEX JUNCTION,
510 El Paseo De Saratoga.
San Jose Today, Friday, Saturday: Model Citizen.
WARFIELD
THEATRE, San Francisco
Tuesday: Big
Country/Wire Train.
COW PALACE Friday, Saturday: Yes.
In the SJSU and down
town area Bauer says
"You can see herons, fur
key vultures, and red-tail
hawks."
Of the great blue
heron, a magnificent bird
with an up to six-foot wing
span, she says, "All along
any grassy area you’ll see
them. But you have to
look."
Bauer’s collection, the
originals, will travel from
Villa Montavlo to Forbes
Mill in Los Gatos after
April 2, to the Almaden
Branch Library in May,
and on to Campbell City
Hall in June.
Sometimes struggling
With the success of "Birds
of the Santa Clara Valley"
exhibit, the attractive artist nevertheless has managed to keep her art in perspective.
"I’ve got a long way to
go,"she said, "I guess
that’s the way I should
feel."

